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Executive Summary
On June 5, 2018, the United States Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency
Management Agency Region IV Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program staff evaluated
a plume-exposure-pathway exercise in the 10-mile emergency planning zone for the Catawba
Nuclear Station. The evaluations of out of sequence activities conducted on the weeks of April
16 and April 30, 2018, are also included in this report.
·
Catawba Nuclear Station, operated by Duke Energy, is located in South Carolina on the western
shore of Lake Wylie, approximately six miles north of Rock Hill, South Carolina. The
emergency planning zone encompasses portions of York County in South Carolina and
Charlotte-Mecklenburg and Gaston counties in North Carolina. Host counties include Cherokee,
Chester, Lancaster, and Union counties in South Carolina, and Cleveland and Union counties in
North Carolina.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency's overall objective of the exercise was to assess
the level of state and local preparedness in responding to a radiological emergency at the
Catawba Nuclear Station. The Federal Emergency Management Agency evaluated the exercise
in accordance with their policies and guidance concerning the exercise of state and local
radiological emergency response plans and procedures. The qualifying emergency preparedness
exercise was conducted on February 15-16, 1984.
Officials and representatives from participating agencies and organizations demonstrated
knowledge of their emergency response plans and procedures and successfully implemented
them during the exercise.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency did not identify any level 1 findings; however, one
level 2 finding was identified. The finding identified in Chester County during their reception
center demonstration concerned the inability to monitor the expected population within about a
12 hour period. Evaluators identified the need to review and possibly revise their plans and
procedures and to provide additional training to their emergency workers.
Two level 2 findings from the 2016 Catawba exercise were corrected during this exercise. These
findings concerned insufficient monitoring equipment at reception centers throughout the state
and personnel training in Union County, SC.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency wishes to acknowledge the efforts of the many
individuals who participated in the exercise and made it a success. The professionalism and
teamwork of the participants was evident throughout all phases of the exercise.
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Exercise Details
Exercise Name
2018 Catawba Nuclear Station, Plume-Exposure-Pathway Federal Emergency
Management Agency Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program Evaluated Exercise
Type of Exercise
Full-Scale Exercise
Exercise Date
June 5, 2018
Exercise Off-Scenario/Out-Q,f-Sequence Dates
Weeks of April 16 and April 30, 2018
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2018 Catawba Nuclear Station

Locations
, See the extent-of-play agreements in Appendix C for exercise locations.
Program
Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency Management Agency
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program
Mission
Response
Scenario Type
Plume-Exposure-Pathway South Carolina Partial Participation, North Carolina FullParticipation REP Exercise
1.2

Exercise Planning Team Leadership
Larry Robertson
Central Section Chief
FEMA Region IV
3003 Chamblee-Tucker Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

JT Ackermann
North Section Chief
FEMA Region IV
3003 Chamblee-Tucker Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

Joe Harworth
Emergency Management Specialist
FEMA Region IV
3003 Chamblee-Tucker Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

Michael Dolder
Emergency Management Specialist
FEMA Region IV
3003 Chamblee-Tucker Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
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Nathan Nienhius
FNF Program Manager
South Carolina Emergency Management
Division
2779 Fish Hatchery Rd
West Columbia, South Carolina, 29172

James Young
REP Program Manager
North Carolina Emergency Management
1636 Gold Star Drive
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Kimberly Shiverdecker
FNF Coordinator
South Carolina Emergency Management
Division
2779 Fish Hatchery Rd
West Columbia, South Carolina, 29172

Greg Atchley
Western BranchOffice Manager
North Carolina Emergency Management
3305-l 5 l 6th Street
Conover, NC 28613
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Participating Organizations

I
I

Agencies and organizations of the following jurisdictions participated in the 2018
Catawba Nuclear Station exercise ..

I

State of South Carolina Jurisdictions:

I

South Carolina Office of the Adjutant General, Emergency Management Division
South Carolina Department of Health &,Environmental Control:
South Carolina Department of Pub~ic Safety - South Carolina Law
Enforcement Division ·
South Carolina Highway Patrol
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
South Carolina Dep8:rtment of Social Services
South Carolina Department of Transportation

South Carolina Risk Jurisdiction:
York County, SC
York County Office of Emergency Management
York County Sheriffs Office
York County Schools
Bethesda Volunteer Fire Department
McConnell's Volunteer Fire Department
Sharon Volunteer Fire Department

South Carolina Support Jurisdictions:
Cherokee County, SC
Cherokee County Sheriff's Office
CKC Volunteer Fire Department
8
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Buffalo Volunteer Fire Department
Grassy Pond Volunteer Fire Department
Chester County, SC
Great Falls Fire Department
Chester County Emergency
Management
Great Falls Police Department
Lando Fire Department
Richburg Fire Department
North Chester Fire Department
Lewis Fire Department
Rossville Fire Department
Great Falls Jr. ROTC
Fort Lawn Fire Department
Red Cross
Chester County DSS

State of North Carolina Jurisdictions:
North Carolina Department of Public Safety, Division of Emergency Management
North Carolin~ Department of Public Safety, State Highway Patrol
.- North Carolina Department of Health and:Human Services
North Carolina Department of Transportation - . ,
North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission

North Carolina Risk Jurisdictions:
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Emergency Management
Gaston County Emergency Management

Federal Organizations:
Nuclear Regulatory Commission -_Region'Il

Private Organizations:
American Red Cross
First Baptist Church, Union County, SC
Salvation Army
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Section 2: Exercise Design Summary
2.1

Exercise Purpose and Design
The Federal Emergency Management Agency administers the Radiological Emergency
Preparedness Program pursuant to the regulations found in Title 44 Code of Federal
Regulation parts 350, 351, and 352. Title 44 Code of Federal Regulation part 350
codifies sixteen planning standards that form the basis for radiological emergency
response planning for State, tribal, and local governments impacted by the emergency
planning zones established for each nuclear power plant site in the United States. United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations also codify the sixteen planning
standards for the licensee. Title 44 Code of Federal Regulation Part 350 sets forth the
mechanisms for the formal review and approval of State, tribal, and local government
radiological emergency response plans and procedures by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. One of the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program
cornerstones established by these regulations is the biennial exercise of offsite response
capabilities. During these exercises, affected State, tribal, and local governments
demonstrate their abilities to implement their plans and procedures to protect the health
and safety of the public in the event of a radiological emergency at the nuclear plant.
The results of this exercise together with review of the'radiological emergency response
plans and procedures and verific~tion of the periodic requirements set forth in "Criteria
for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and
Preparedness in Support ofNuclear Power Plants, "November 1980 (NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1) through the annual letter of certification and staff assistance visits
enables the Federal Emergency Management Agency to provide a statement with the
transmission of this final after action report to the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission that the affected State, tribal, and local plans and preparedness are (1)
adequate to protect the health and safety of the public living in the vicinity of the nuclear
power facility by providing reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures
can be taken offsite in the event of a radiological emergency; and (2) capable of being
implemented.
Formal submission of the radiological emergency response plans for the Catawba
Nuclear Station to the Federal Emergency Management Agency Region IV by the State
of South Carolina and involved local jurisdictions occurred on August 31, 1984, and by
the State of North Carolina and involved local jurisdictions on September 5, 1984.
Formal approval of the South Carolina and North Carolina radiological emergency
response plans was granted by the Federal Emergency Management Agency on October
8, 1985, under Title 44 Code of Federal Regulation Part 350.
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FEMA Exercise Objectives. and Core Capabilities
Core-_capabilities-based planning allows for exercise planning teams to develop exercise
objectives and observe exercise outcomes through a framework of specific action items.
Using the Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program.methodology, the
exercise objectives meet the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program
requirements and encompass the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program
emergency preparedness evaluation areas. The critical tasks to be demonstrated were
negotiated with the.States of South Carolina and North Carolina and the participating
counties .. The. core capabilities scheduled for demonstration during this exercise were as
follows:
Operational Coordination: Establish and maintain a unified and coordinated
·operational structure and process that appropriately integrates all critical stakeholders and
supports the execution of core capabilities ..
Operational Communications: Ensure the capacity for timely communications in
support of security, situational awareness; and operations by any and all means available,
among and between affected communities in the impact area and all response forces.
Situational Assessment: Provide all decision makers with decision-relevant information
regarding the nature and extent of the hazard, any cascading effects, and the status of the
response.
Public 1,nfor~~tion and. Warni~g:' Deliver c~ordinated, prompt, reliabl~, and'. . .
actionable information to the whole community through the use of clear, cons1stent,
accessible, and culturally and linguistically appropriate methods to effectively relay
inform.ation regarding any threat or hazard and, as appropriate, the actiqns being taken
and the assistance. being made :available.
·
·
·
Environmental Response/Health and Safety: Conduct appropriate measures to ensure
the prot_ection of the health and safety of the public and workers, as well as tlle . .
'environment, from all-hazards in support of responder operations and the affected
communities.
On-Scene Security, Protection, and Law Enforcement: Enstire a safe and secu~e
environment through law enforcement and related security and protection operations for
people and communities located within affected areas and also for response personnel
engaged in lifesaving and life-sustaining operations.
Critical Transportation: Provide transportation (including infrastructure access and
accessible transportation services) for response priority objectives, including the
evacuation of people and animals, and the delivery of vital response personnel,
equipment, and services into the affected areas.
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Mass Care Services: Provide lifo-sustaining and human services to the affected'
population, to include hydration, feeding, sheltering, temporary housing, evacuee
support, reunification, and distribution of emergency supplies.
These core capabilities, when successfully demonstrated, meetthe:exercise objectives.
The objectives for this exercise were as follows:
Objective 1: Demonstrate the ability to provide direction and.control and,make
protective action decisions' through the state emergency openitions· centers, county
emergency operations centers, and field activities by exercise play and discussion of
plans and procedures.
Objective 2: Demonstrate the ability to provide protective action decisions affecting state
and county emergency workers and public through exercise play and discussions of plans
and procedures.
· . ,· Objective 3: Demonstrate the ability to provide protective actions for state an~ county
emergency workers and public through exercise demonstration.
-\

· Objective4: Demonstrate the ability to perfortn plume-phase fidd measurements and
analysis utilizing State field teams through exercise play and discussion of plans and
procedures.
Objective 5: Demonstrate the ability to activate the prompt alert and notification system
utili~ing the'pr6mpt notification system and emergency alert system through eX:erdse
play. ,': / I : ., ' ' , ' '
• ,
'.
' . . '.·
.. ,··
•
,
',.
:
,
Objective 6: Demonstrate the effectiveness of plans, policies, and procedures in the joint
information center for joint (public and private sectors) emergency informatio·n ,
communications ..
Objective 7: Demonstrate the ability to m~nitor, decontaminate, register, and shelter
evacuee~ and emergency workers.
J

I

I
I
I
I

I

'

'

Objective 8: Dem~n~tq1te the ability to provide dose projection and protective action
decisi~n making for the plume phase.'
'
'
'
'
·'
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Scenario Summary.

The following is a brief summary of the scenario developed by the utility to drive
exercise play. Actual exercise times and events may have differed from those shown
,.below.
a

, Emergency Classificati_on
Level (ECL):
Start of Exercise <·:
Alert
' Rad Release Begins
Site Area Emergericy
General Emergency ,
Wind Shift
End of Exercise

Time Utility to
Declare:
·0800
,,
0900
1038
1053
1250
1423
1600

Off Site _Organizations
to be Informed:

0915
1108
1305

~

.

)

\

I

',,

)
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3.1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Exercise Evaluation and Results·

This section contains the results and findings of the evaluation of all jurisdictions and
functional entities that participated in the June 5, 2018 plume-exposure-pathway exercise
and out-of-sequence interviews and demonstrations the weeks of April 16 and 30, 2018.
Each jurisdiction and functional entity was evaluated based on the demonstration of core
capabilities and the underlying criteria as delineated in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program Manual dated
January 2016. Exercise criteria are listed by number and the demonstration status of
those criteria are indicated by the use of the following terms: .

I
I
I
I
I

2018 Catawba Nuclear Station

.

•
•
•
•
•
3.2

.

l

.

'

M: Met (no unresolved level 1 or level 2 findings- assessed and no unresolved
findings from prior exercises)
1: Level 1 finding assessed
2: Level 2 finding assessed or an unresolved level 2 finding(s) from a prior exercise
P: Plan issue
N: Not demonstrated

Summary Results of Exercise Evaluation

The Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program evaluation methodology is an
analytical process used to assess the demonstration of specific capabilities during an
exercise. A capability provides a means to perform one or more critical tasks under
specified conditions and to specific performance standards. Core capabilities form the
foundation of the Federal Emergency Management Agency Region IV Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Program evaluations. The core capability summaries below
·provide an overall combined assessment of state and local jurisdictions based upon their
collective demonstrated performance as it relates to the specific core capability. Section
3.3 of this report contains each jurisdiction's standalone capability summary.
)

Operational Coordination:

Key leadership personnel in the states of South Carolina and North Carolina and the risk
counties demonstrated the capability to establish and maintain a unified and coordinated
operational structure and process. The lead county and state integrated and supported all
stakeholders throughout the exercise. Both state and county emergency management
staffs used the conference bridge line to share information and coordinate protective
actions. All parties participated in good discussions prior to approving any decisions.
This facilitated the ability to implement the protective actions in a timely manner to
protect the health and safety of the public.

15
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Operational Communication:
The States of South Carolina and North Carolina and the risk counties demonstrated the
capacity to communicate situational. awareness, and operational needs. Stakeholders used
.. multiple communication systems to integrate and support all parties throughout the
exercise. The operational conference bridge and the utility provided dedicated telephone
system handled communication information smoothly and quickly. Minor problems were
·.quickly resolved or workarounds created.

Public Information and Warning:
Alert and notification of the public was simulated. The simulation included siren
activation, emergency alert system message broadcasts and follow-on supplemental media
releases. The public information staffs in the states and counties prepared and delivered
coordinated, prompt, and reliable information and instructions to the public and media.
The states and all risk counties handled public inquiry and responded to any rumor trends.

Situational Assessment:
The States of South and North Carolina dose assessment personnel provided all decision
makers with information regarding radiological conditions and protective act~on
recommendations. The states' dose assessment teams coordinated actions, which allowed
the decision makers to coordinate protective action decisions in a timely manner.
Both states' dose assessment personnel assessed radiological and plant conditions to
prepare decision'-relevant information.for the decision makers. During the exercise, some
dose projections from the utility indicated higher results than expected. There was no
discussion in the briefing as to why the utility results were so high and then much lower
from the last dose projection provided. The South Carolina dose assessment team was
unable to contact the utility and, obtain any information concerning these questionable
results. The North Carolina dose assessment team received results and ran dose
· · projections based on the supplied information. The South Carolina utility liaison stated
that there may have been a problem with the data, but there were no actual dose
assessment runs sent.from the Catawba Nuclear Station,or no further explanation of what
the problem might be. The lack of information from the utility concerning the
questionable results created an uncertainty from the states' dose assessment teams
regarding the protective actions.
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Environmental Response/Health and Safety:

The North Carolina Field Monitoring Team Coordinator effectively-used numerous maps
and communications capabilities to support field monitoring team activities. The· ·
coordinator was familiar with dose limits for emergency worker exposure control and the
approval process for exceeding exposure limits if it became necessary,,
The North Carolina field monitoring teams performed ambient radiation measurements
and collected air samples for particulate and airborne radioiodine at pre-determined
monitoring points. Team members were knowledgeable bf equipment operations, dose
limits, and sampling procedures .
.. Cherokee County, South Carolina, emergency workers demonstrated the ability to: direct
simulated evacuees to enter the reception area; monitor vehicles·and evacuees for
radiological contamination; perform radiological decontamination of evacuees; and
ensure all evacuees had been monitored and decontaminated prior to entering the
reception and shelter area.
Chester County, South Carolina, emergency workers participated in an evacuee
monitoring and decontaminatio_n exercise, with some challenges Tecognized. A level 2
finding was identified concerning training and the ability of emergency workers to
properly use survey instruments.·
Union County, South Carolina, emergency workers resolved a previous level 2 finding by
demonstrating the ability to: direct simulated evacuees to enter the reception area;
monitor vehicles and evacuees for radiological contamination; perform radiological
· decontamination, of evacuees;. and ensure all evacuees had been monitored and
· decontaminated prior to entering the reception and shelter area.
· On-Scene Security, Protection and Law Enforcement:

State and locallaw enforcement officers in both states were knowledgeable of their duties
and radiological limits. South Carolina Department of Natural Resources officers were
knowledgeable of how each state would coordinate clearing of the lake and river to
establish access control.
Critical Transportation:

York County School District personnel participated in interviews concerning the ability
to implement protective actions and safeguard students and faculty. Faculty and staff
were knowledgeable of all options to ensure the safety and well-being of their students.

17
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I
I

Mass Care:

A demonstration :0Uhe ability to provide services and accommodations for evacuees at a
reception· and congregate care center occurred in Chester and Cherokee Counties, South
Carolina. County and state personnel in coordination with volunteer agencies
demonstrated the ability to ensure simulated evacuees were not contaminated and
provided necessary resources for any evacuees who may have required shelter or other
emergency services·.
3.3

. -Jurisdictional Summary Results of Exercise Evaluation

3.3.1 . South Carolina Jurisdictions .
3.3.1.1 State of South Carolina
Operational Communication Capability Summary:

. : The South Carolina Emergency Management Division staff demonstrated the ability to
provide timely communications in ,support of situational awareness and operations among
the affected communities. Coordination of incident status and actions with other ,
stakeholders was primarily accomplished over the decision line, a commercial conference
bridge line that remained open and. available throughout the incident; There were
communications challenges at times with the decision line. These challenges were
quickly addressed by the technical offic(?r and resolved by using the Duke Emergency
Management Network phones as an alternate means of coordinating operations. All
precautionary actions and protective actions recommendations were presented to North
Carolina Emergency Management and,the risk counties of both states for concurrence
prior to implementation. This fostered a unified response to the incident that would
potentially reduce confusion of the public and improve their confidence in decision
makers.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria was met:
l.d.1
Operational Coordination Capability Summary:

The South Carolina State Emergency Operation Center staff successfully demonstrated
their ability to establish and maintain a unified and coordinated operational structure by
maintaining situational awareness of incident status and facilitating unified response
operations amongst stake_holders. ·
The South Carolina Warning Point staff successfully used an automated communication
system to alert emergency operation's personnel to ·respond to the emergency operations
ceµter. ·Redundant 'communications capabilities were available, and there were adequate
supplies and ~isplays·to support operations; A dedicated phone line and a conference
18
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bridge line were used to receive notifications and to coordinate incident status and
protective actions amorig South Carolina Emergency Management, North Carolina
Emergency Management, and the risk and host counties. Multiple video screens
displayed information and maps to keep staff informed:of current conditions. -,
Frequent briefings were conducted by the chief of operations to keep emergency,. ;
operations staff updated. Protective action recommendations were.provided by·South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control staff and then presented by
South Carolina Emergency Management Division staff to all stakeholders for
consideration and concurrence. South Carolina Emergency Management Division staff
maintained a support role by facilitating concurrence of protective action decisions and
utilizing technical experts in the emergency operations center to help keep stakeholders ·informed of incident status. South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control's staff primarily used radiological dose projections provided by the utility to :
develop protective action recommendations for emergency workers and the public, but
they also considered local factors such as the large population and the time required for
evacuation. Although some dose projections were based on questionable utility data,
they were still recommended and implemented. The utility never provided answers to
. requests for clarifications on the data in question. Incident status and response actions
were. very well coordinated with all stakeholders Emergency support functions in the state emergency operations center supported
response _activities including traffic arid access control, waterway clearance, agricultural
advisories, mass care, public health, and equipment distribution.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a.1, l.c.l, l.d.l; l.e.l, 2.b.2, 3.aJ, 3.d.l, and 3.d.2.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. NotDemonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: ·None
Situational Assessment Capability Summary:
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control personnel demonstrated
the ability to alert and mobilize staff and to assess radiological, meteorological, and plant
conditi_ons in response to a radiological incident at the Catawba Nuclear Station.
·Staff members were pre-positioned neartheir assigned locations in accordance with the
extent of play agreement and responded promptly when notified of the emergency. The
staff members supported emergency support functions 8 and 10 at the state emergency
19
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operations center. The field teams and mobile operations center were not staffed per the
extent of play agreement. The lead liaison simulated mobilization of two field teams and
the positioning of them in appropriate downwind locations. The facility.and staff had
sufficient equipment, communications, and supplies to support emergency operations.
. The emergency response· coordinator provided direction to the emergency support
function 10 team members,· The team gathered information from changing plant
conditions in order to assess the radiological release. The team responded appropriately
to changing meteorological conditions and coordinated protective action
recommendations with the State ofNorth Carolina. The State ofNorth 1Carolina
-validated information on the. wind direction change and field team results. ·
. The emergency support function 8 staff obtained appropriate approvals from the public
·health officer for the ingestion of potassium iodide by emergency workers,
institutionalized populations; and. the public. They worked closely with emergency
support function 10 staff to make potassium iodide protective action decisions.
, The.dose assessment coordinator·and dose analyst performed dose projection calculations
.and briefed the emergency response coordinator as appropriate. The dose assessment
team performed dose projections for each emergency notification form that'listed dose
projection data. The dose assessment team was in contact with the. State of North
Carolina dose assessors and compared results with them. The dose assessment team did
not receive actual dose assessment.runs from Catawba Nuclear Station; they relied on the
data shown on the emergency notification forms. They were not able to_ contact the
Catawba Nuclear Station dose assessors when they questioned significant changes in the
· dose projections .. Not all emergency notification forms had meteorological data, release
rates, and-dose projections. The actual,Catawba Nuclear Station;dose assessment runs
,would have provided much needed information such as release start times and release
pathways not found on the emergency notification forms.
The lack of information for dose projections and the inability to Qbtajn answers for
discrepancies created an uncertainty within the dose assessment groups. This led the
South Carolina dose assessors to provide conservative protective action
recommendations.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a.l; l.d.l, l.e.l, 2.b.l, 2.b.2 and 4.a.2.
·
a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None ·
ff

d. Prior Level 2 Findings:

20.
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Resolved: Issue No.: 12:...16-1.e.l-L.2-01
Condition: Sufficient radiological monitoring equipment was not available in three
of the four host counties to monitor 20% of the expected evacuee population in 12
hours at reception centers for the Catawba Nuclear Station. The State plan states that
· portal monitors and other monitoring equipment would be transported to assist-the
counties. However, the number of monitors available would not alleviate this
shortfall.
Resolution: South Carolina Emergency Management Division worked with each of
the counties to determine new, updated information on personnel and equipment
shortfalls. The fixed nuclear facilities committed to purchasing new portal monitors
across the state. South Carolina Electric and Gas purchased 4 new portal monitors for
the VC Summer region. Each county has at least 2, Fairfield County has 3 monitors.
Duke Energy purchased 3 new portal monitors for the Robinson region, 2 monitors
for the Oconee region, and 12 monitors for the Catawba region. That is an additional
21 portal monitors to go with the 34 that South Carolina already has in the state
(including 2 at the State). South Carolina Emergency Management Division staff
stated that once they gathered all the data from the counties, they would revise the
Dosimetry Redistribution Plan accordingly. Current thought is to allow for only half
of any county's equipment to be redistributed. Additionally, the plan and associated
MOUs will include personnel shortfalls. The South Carolina Emergency
Management Division staff plan to have the plan changes completed by the end of the
year. They plan to demonstrate the new redistribution plan during future exercises
starting in 2019. They will review and analyze evacuation time estimate·studies
annually to identify population changes and revise the plan accordingly or request
additional equipment if needed. Lastly, they will work closely with the Department
of Health and-Environmental Control and the counties to identify ways to improve the
efficiency of county monitoring processes.
e. Prior Level2 Findings: "
Unresolved:· 12~16-3.a.l-L.2-02
Condition: Radiation dose tracking for emergency workers at the South Carolina
mobile operation~ center was not effectively managed. Group dosimetry was '1Sed,
however individuals were not issued individual permanent record dosiineters. Field
team relays were not issued potassium iodide prior to deploying into the field. There
was no programmatic method to track emergency worker ingestion of potassium
iodide.
·
·
·
Possible Causes: Procedures did not specifically address issuance of dosimetry and
dose tracking for mobile operations center personnel. Concerns related to potassium
iodide tracking may be an oversight in record keeping. procedures.
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References:
1. State of South Carolina/Standard Technical Radiological Operating Procedures,
SOP 5:3, Administration ofProphylactic-Thyroid-Blocking Agents Potassium
Iodide (KI), March 2015.
2. State of South Carolina, Standard Technical Radiological Operating Procedures,
'SOP 6.11, Exposure Control Officer/Site Safety Officer, March 2015.
3. · ''Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response
Plans and Preparedness in Support ofNuclear Power Plants, "November 1980

(NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-1, Rev 1); J.10.e, K.3.a.
Effect: Permanent-record dosimeters are the mechanism used for tracking an
individual's exposure to radiation and providing a legal record. Appropriate radiation
exposure control tracking methods must be established regardless of whether
emergency workers are monitored by individual dosimetry or group dosimetry.
Otherwise, inadequate exposure tracking for individuals could occur. Additionally,
, record keeping for potassium iodide ingestion (by individual) is needed by
assessment personnel when they make the final determination ofradiation worker
doses. If detailed records are not maintained, an inaccurate thyroid dose may be
assigned to an individual.
Recommendations:
1. Modify State of South Carolina; Standard Technical Radiological Operating
Procedures to ensure that every Nuclear Emergency Response Team emergency
worker in the 10-mile emergency planning zone is issued a permanent-.record
dosimeter; a group direct-reading dosimeter may be acceptable with appropriate
exposure monitoring.
2. Modify procedures to ensure issuance ·of potassium iodide to all relay team
members· and emergency workers in the mobile operations .center (if the mobile
·operations center is inside the 10-mile emergency planning zone).
3. Develop a method for documenting and tracking-the date and time of emergency
worker potassium iodide ingestion.
Schedule of Corrective Action: To be demonstrated at the 2018 Oconee exercise.
· Public Information and Warning Capability Summary:
·The South Carolina Emergency Management Division staff facilitated and
coordinated the activation and tiining of the. prompt alert· and notification system.
Following each protective action decision for the public, a pre-s~ripted Emergency
22
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Alert System message was selected and modified to reflect the decision, and was then
agreed upon by all stakeholders. The South Carolina Emergency Management
Division technical officer proposed -and coordinated timing for the activation of the
siren system and the release of the Emergency Alert System messages. He then
facilitated a countdown with all relevant stakeholders for a simultaneous activation of
the siren system. The first Emergency Alert System message was sent to the National
Weather Service by the public information staff. Subsequent Emergency Alert
System messages were simulated to be sent to the National Weather Service
throughout the exercise. All messages were reviewed for accuracy by the technical
officer prior to release. The technical officer then followed up with stakeholders over
. the decision line to ensure all sirens had functioned properly. The entire process
proved to be an efficient method of alerting and notifying the public of protective
action's.
South Carolina also established their joint information system at the state emergency
operations center to provide accurate and prompt emergency information and
instructions to the public. Procedures were used in accordance with established plans
·for alerting and mobilizing appropriate personnel, and the function was activated in
an expedient manner. Redundant communications, as well as sufficient equipment
and supplies, were available to support the emergency public information operation.
The joint information system staff included representatives from the South Carolina
Emergency Management Division, South Carolina 'Department of Health and
Environmental Control, and York County, South Carolina.
Emergency information and instructions were disseminated to the affected public
· after appropriate coordination and approval. Protective action decisions coordinated
by offsite respo,nse organizations were relayed accurately through news releases and
emergency messagmg.
The South Carolina Emergency Management Division did not conduct press
conferences at the South Carolina State Emergency Operations Center. A state
liaison was present at the Duke Energy Joint Information Center; however, the
individual did not participate in the press conferences held at that facility. The South
Carolina Emergency Management Division public information officers participated in
the Duke Energy media briefings over the phone and presented information
. concerning protective action decisions. The emergency management division public
information officer representative also conducted an impromptu interview with a
mock media representative. A state liaison was present at the York County
Emergency Operations Center.
The public inquiry demonstration was su~cessful through the use of a designated
public inquiry group, and proved the ability to handle a variety of calls in order to
provide accurate information or.correct false information. A separate telephone line
. was designated specifically for media inquiry calls to provide information consistent
with the public inquiry line; it was also .used as overflow for public inquiry calls.
23
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For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
5.a.l and5.b.l.
'
a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated:· None·
d~ Prior Level'2 Findings-Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.1.2 York County
. Operational ·coordination Capability Summary:

York County Office of Emerge~cy Management personnel successfully establishJd and
maintained a unified and coordinated operational structure that appropriately integrated
all critical ~takeholders in respbnse to a simulated radiologi~al incident at the-Catawba
Nuclear Station. Staff used effective procedures to perform initial and subsequent
incident notifications, mobiliz~ essential personnel, and effectively integrate an ..
stakeholders to support their mission during the exercise. The multi-agency cocirdination
cenfer was well designed'
and'· equipped
to support extended
operations. ' .
. .. .
.
.The York County Emergency Manag~rtient Director and Operations.Chief deti-io.p.strated
excellent direction.and control' throughout the exercise. The emergency management
dfrector inaintained a consisteiif preseJ;Ice in the Situation Romil, whi_le the operations
chief provided direction and control in the 'inulti-age·ncy coordination center. Protective
action recommendations were discussed and decisions were made only after the director
met with the operations chief to receive clarity 011 the potential impact for emergency
workers and the public. The director coordinated all response· actions arid decisions with
the York County Manager and'other counties and states as appropriate. The operations
chief coordinated the implementation of response actions with thirty-one different
organizations or agencies that were physi~ally present in the, ~ulti 7agency coordination
center for this exercise. South Carolina Highway Patrol arid York County Sheriffs office
police officers were prepared to implement traffic control and were knowledgeable of
how to handle impediments.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were MET:
l.a.l, l.c.1, l.d.1, l.e.1, 2.a.1, 2.b.2, 2.c.l, 3.a.l, 3.b.l, 3.c.l, 3.c.2_, 3.d.l, and 3.d.2.
a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
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d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Public Information and Warning Capability Summary:
'

The York County, Multi-Agency Coordination Center J>ublic Information Officer group
successfully demonstrated the capability to provide accurate emergency information and
instructions to the public and the news media-in a timely manner . .The York County
Public Information Officer group produced and distributed one n,ews release prior to the
activation of the state joint information system. Three subsequentjoint information
system news releases were received from the joint information center by email. The
public information section had a robust public inquiry staff, who were able to provide the
public with accurate information and effectively logged calls concerning rumors that
were passed onto the public information staff fo address. The public information section
staff also demonstrated social media monitoring using an on-line platform tool. Critical
communication and responses to public inquiries were vetted through the emergency
· management
director prior to actions from the public information officer.
.
.
'

Ybrk Co~nty Office of Emergency Management personnel successfuUy conducted three
simulated siren activations with no failures observed and no requirement for backup route
alerting' or mass Q.Otification system activation. 'The y ork County Emergericy
Management Director coordinated the activation of the siren system and emergency alert
sys_tem witl;i the South and North Carolina emergency management agencies and the
affected counties over the conference bridge line. The.Firefighting Coordinator in the
eme;gency operations center thoroughly briefed route alerting plans and procedures, and
equipment ·available in the event of a requfrerrient for route alerting.
.

:

:

'

'

'

·.Four emergency alert system messages were coo~dinated and reviewed through.the
decision line conference call by all effected jurisdictions prior to their simulated release
from the South Carolin~ Emergency Operations center. All messages contained required
informc1-tion. ,.· · · ' ·

'

For this· capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
5.a.l, 5.a.3,. ~d
5.h.1
. ·
·
.
. .
'

'

.

'

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None

I

c. Not Demonstrated: None

I
I
I

e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None

d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
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Critical Transportation Capability Summary:
School district administrators,· school personnel, and transportation staff from the four
York County School Districts (Fort Mill, Rock Hill, York and Clover), were interviewed
·· to determine their ability to implement protective actions for school staff and students.
During the interviews, the school districts' staff demonstrated that they were
· knowledgeable of their plans ahd procedures, and staff were well prepared to implement
the plans. They also discussed training· that was conducted to respond to an incident at
the Catawba Nuclear Station.
Plans and procedures to implement protective action decisions to ensure the health and
safety of children and staff were in place and comprehensive. Staff received training on
the plans annually. They discussed the procedures to track the students relocated to the
pickup points or to the reception center in another county ... The districts had sufficient
transportation resources available to ensure student and staff relocations would'be
accomplished promptly. If existing bus capacity was exceeded the districts had the
ability to obtain additional resources from the county and local municipalities. Students
with functional and access needs were effectively addressed.in the emergency response
plans.
The staff explained the coordinated and orderly manner of transportation for endangered
schools. Other protective actions such as school cancelations and shelter in place were
discussed as well as parent and public messaging of these actions. Multiple . ·
communication methods were available for, communicating among the district offices,
· schools, busses, and the county emergency operations center.
, For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria was met:
3,c.2.

·· a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. · Level 2 Finding: None '
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
On-Scene Security and Protection Capability Summary:
Traffic Control Points
The York County Sheriff's Office and South Carolina State Highway Patrol successfully
demonstrated through interview and demonstrated through exercise scenario injects the
requirements for establishing and conducting on:-scene security apd protectionfor traffic
control in accordance with their established plans and procedures. Appropriate
.
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equipment, supplies, and maps would be issued in go kits that would be to be readily
available for law enforcement emergency workers. As part of their standard procedures,
law enforcement would receive dosimetry and potassium iodide with appropriate
briefings priorto being dispatched out into the field supporting the on-scene security
mission. Traffic and access control requirements were clearly delineated in their plans
and procedures. Impediments to traffic flow on evacuation routes or in the vicinity of
. major thoroughfares would be quickly identified and cleared. Th~ officers were familiar
with reporting requirements for exposure and tum back limits.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a.l, l.d.1, l.e.l, 3.a.l, 3.d.l, 3.d.2.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. L~vel 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
.d. .Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: ~c;me
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Waterway Warning
The South Carolina Department of Natural Resources Officers discussed the
· requirements for establishing and· conducting waterway clearing in accordance with their
established plans and procedures. Appropriate equipment, supplies, and maps as a part of
their go kits were readily available for law enforcement personnel. As part of their
standard procedur'es, law enforcement would receive ·dosimetry and potassium iodide
with appropriate briefings prior to going out into the field supporting the on-scene
security mission. Waterway clearing requirements were clearly delineated in their plans
and procedures. The officers were familiar with reporting requirements for exposure and
tum back limits. Hunting and fishing bans within the 10-mile emergency planning zone
were discussed during the interview. South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
Officers discussed the process for conducting waterway warning and how coordination
for additional resources from mutual aid counties would be required to fully implement
this portion of the mission.
-

I

For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a. l, l.d.1, l.e. l, 3.a. l, 3.d. l, 3.d.2.

I

a. Level 1 Finding: None

I
I
I

c. Not Demonstrated: None

b. Level 2 Finding: None

d. 'Prior Level 2 Findings
- Resolved:
. N~ne
.
.
-···
.
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· e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Environmental Response/Health and Safety Capability Summary:

I
I
I

I

Bethesda Volunteer Fire Department

Emergency workers demonstrated the ability to perform radiological monitoring and
decontamination of emergency workers and their equipment. Participants included
representatives from the Bethesda Volunteer Fire Department, McConnell's Volunteer
Fire Department, and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control.
Fire department leadership provided a·scripted safety briefing that covered all pertinent
safety and radiological points. The briefing provided a great overview of the operation
and safety considerations. Six survey meters and two portal monitors were properly
placed into operation. Emergency workers were knowledgeable of their contamination
and exposure limits. Workers assigned monitoring and decontamination duties doooed
personal protective equipment in accordance with posted procedures. Personnel had a
quick reference card attached to the left arm of their over garment displaying survey
meter conversions, contamination action levels, and exposure limits.
Vehicle monitoring and decontamination areas were .setup correctly and emergency
workers were very familiar with monitoring and decontamination processes. The
, emergency worker monitoring and decontamination area was also setup in accordance
with plans and procedures. Emergency workers demonstrated good monitoring and
decontamination methods.
Sharon Volunteer Fire Department

Sharon Volunteer Fire Department staff demonstrated the ability to perform radiological
monitoring and decontamination of emergency workers and their equipment. , Members
of the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control provided.
technical assistance.
The station commander and other leadership members provided the safety briefing using
a scripted message to ensure all pertinent points were covered.. Another team leader then
issued direct-reading dosimeter along with a radiation exposure card and instructions.
Emergency workers were knowledgeable of their contamination and exposure limits.
Workers assigned monitoring and decontamination.duties donned.and doffed personal
protective equipment in accordance with posted procedures"
Vehicle monitoring and decontamination areas were setup correctly using a portal..
monitor and emergency workers were very familiar with monitoring and decontamination
processes. During the vehicle monitoring process, an actual alarm was received on the
portal monitor. Workers performed actual vehicle decontamination and after monitoring
28.
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again, no contamination was found. The contamination was determined to have come
from coal slag materi'}l left on the roadway from construction. The emergency worker
monitoring and decontamination area was also setup in accord_ance with plans and
procedures. Workers demonstrated good monitoring and decontamination methods.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a.l; l.d.l, l.e.1, 3.a.l, and 6.b.l.
a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None

c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings ...:. Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.1.3 Cherokee County
,Environmental Response/Health and Safety Capability Summary:
Cherokee County emergency preparedness personnel, Cherokee County Sheriffs Office
personnel, -City of Gaffney Fire Department personnel, Blacksburg Volunteer Fire
Department personnel, CKC\T.ohinteer Fire Department, Buffalo Volunteer Fire
Department and Grassy Pond Volunteer Fire Departments demonstrated the ability to
monitor and decontaminate simulated evacuees and.vehicles. The Blacksburg High
School had ample space for parking evacuee vehicles and for monitoring,
decontaminating, and registering evacuees. The emergency management director gave a
good safety and radiological briefing.
The vehicle monitoring process was simple and ~inimized cross contamination. As soon
.as.contamination was detected on the vehicle, it was stopped, red tape was affixed to the
windshield, and the vehicle driver was instructed to drive the vehicle to the rear parking
lot. Once the vehicle was parked, the driver was issued a numbered claim form and was
escorted to the personnel monitoring station.
Emergency management personnel had one portal monitor at the monitoring ·.station. A
.. survey meter was also.available ateach decontamination station. Additional equipment
. could be requested through the state dosimetry redistribution plan if needed. Personnel
· .. were knowledgeable, of how to place the instruments into service and how to use the
instruments. Directional signage and barriers were available to assist the simulated
evacuees at most locations. Escorts would be available during an actual event. All
workers were issued correct dosimetry and were knowledgeable ofwhento .read the
dosimetry and their limits. Potassium iodide was available if required.
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Decontamination workers and monitoring personnel were knowledgeable the '
contamination limits and exhibited good monitoring techniques. They provided thorough
instructions to the simulated evacuees and demonstrated good decontamination
techniques. Workers used proper techniques to prevent cross contamination.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparednes's criteria were met:
l.a.1, l.d.1, l.e.l, 3.a.l, 3.b.l, and 6.a.l.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resol-yed: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Mass Care Capability Summary:
Representatives from Cherokee County Department of Social Services, South Carolina
Department of Health and Envjrortmental Control, the Public Health Reserve Corps, the
Palmetto South Carolina Region of the American Red Cross Chapter, and the Salvation
Army demonstrated the ability to provide registration and congregate care needs for
evacuees.
Two members from the Cherokee County Department of Social: Services staffed the
registration table and ensured individuals were free of contamination prior to admittance.
Members from the South Carolina Department ofHealth·and Envirorirriental Control
staffed the next table. They provided,potassium iodide to evacuees and explained the
purpose of the potassium. iodide·as well as dosage and allergy information; American
Red Cross personnel staffed the shelter registration table. All personnel used effective
communication and collaboration to register evacuees for the reception center and shelter,
as well as ensure individuals were free of contamination prior to admittance.
American Red Cross representatives explained their ability to access additional supplies
and supp0rt as necessary through their counterparts at the county·and state emergency
operations centers. The facilities offered adequate space for estimated evacuation needs;
however, overflow provisions for,the countywere discussed and available as necessary.
Processes were in place to accommodate service animals onsite.and arrange for care of
family pets. Shelter management staff were extremely knowledgeable in the performance
of their duties.
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For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
1.e.1, 3 .h.1, and 6.c.1.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.1.4 Chester County
Environmental Response/Health and Safety Capability' Summary:
Chester County Emergency Management personnel, assisted by fire and law enforcement
personnel, demonstrated the ability to monitor and decontaminate simulated evacuees and
vehicles with the below noted challenges.
The Granite Falls High School had ample space for parking evacuee vehicles and for
· monitoring, decontaminating, and registering .evacuees .. Emergency management ·•
personnel had three survey meters and two portal monitors available for monitoring
evacuees. Additional equipment could be requested through the state dosimetry
redistribution plan if needed. Personnel were not knowledgeable of how to place the
instruments. into sewice or how to use the instruments. Directional signage and barriers
were available to assist the simulated evacuees at most locations. The flow path and
·. process explained by emergency management personnel was not the, same flow path
setup by wdrkers and used during the demonstration. This disparity caused confusion for
·personnel performing tasks that they were not trained to perform.
All workers were issued correct dosimetry and were knowledgeable of when to read the
dosimetry and their limits .. Potassium iodide was available if required to be issued or
ingested.
Emergency w0rkers were available to escort evacuees throughout the process. This was
necessary due to the confusion of which flow path should be used and the lack of
coordination between locations. Decontamination workers and monitoring personnel
knew the contamination limits and exhibited good monitoring techniques.
· Decontamination personnel provided good instructions for the simulated evacuees and
demonstrated good decontamination techniques and ensured that cross contamination did
not occur.
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· For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
1.a.1, 1.d.1, 1.e.1, 3.a.1.
a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. · Level 2 _Finding:
Issue No.: 12-18-6.al-L.2-02
Criterion: 6.a. l - the reception center facility has appropriate space, adequate
resources, and trained personnel to provide monitoring, decontamination, and
registration of evacuees (nureg-0654 a.3; c.4; j.10.h; j.12).
·condition:· the set up and process used for monitoring and decontaminating

evacuees .would have precluded Chester County from being able to monitor the
· expected number of evacuees in·a 12-hour period.
·
Possible Causes:

1. Personnel at the portal ~monitor station were not familiar with the steps necessary
to properly check or place survey meters and portal monitoring equipment into
operation. The directions in the Chester'County standard operating procedure on
placing a portal monitor or survey meter into operation were confusing and did
not provide correct directions for placing a portal monitor or survey instrument
into
operation
(i.e. perforin
source
~heck of
each detector
but
not ~ centerline
.
.
..
•
'
.
.
... I
.
.
...
check, and hold ~he survey probe Yz inch from the source_when conducting the
source check). The state provided Radiation Funqamenta1s for First Responders
boo~let was read1ly avaihble to ·all workers. The booklet contained the correct
directions for placing survey meters and portal monitors into operation but
personnel were not observed referencing the booklets. This booklet was
·referenced i~ their standard operating: ·procedure. · ·

how

2. Monitoring personnel were not familiar with the plans on
to process
individuals that alarmed a portal monitor. When an individual alarmed the portal
monitor the team lead stopped all a:ctivity in'the area. The.individual was directed
to move to the side area and was left there with an e~cort. The lead did not allow
anyone to be monitored in the unaffected portal monitor until all wrappings,
paper, and any potentially contaminated materials were changed out on the other
portal monitor. This caused a backup to occur 'when they could have continued
operations in the unaffected portal monitor.
·
3. The Chester County.standard operating procedure seems to have several different
procedures for what to do when an evacuee alarms the portal monitor. Although
the multiple procedures were simllat, the differences could lead to confusion and
delay the processing of the c6ntainihated ·evacuee. Section XIII, step 5 of the
standard operating procedure states: "Individual Contamination: If a person is
32
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found to be contaminated, they will be escorted to the side of the portal monitor
and asked to remove outer clothing in the contaminated area. Once the article of
clothing is removed, only the contaminated area will be rescanned using the
procedures listed below in section B: Ludlum Model 3 Survey Meter.". The
emergency worker who performed this function was not famili~ with !}ow to
operate a. survey meter and was not aware of the plan requirements for removing
outer garments. The worker knew that only contaminated areas would be
surveyed and not the entire body, but was unsure of what t9 survey if the evacuee
had contamination indicat~d over their entire body..
. .'
4. However, in Section XIII, step 4.5, the plan also stated "If contamination is found,
direct the individual to the decon~amination showers, repla,ce .the step-off pad with
a clean pad, and place the contaminated step-offpad in the radioactive waste
container." This step was referenced by county personnel as the correct way to
perform secondary monitoring; however the step mentioned· above is also in the
plan. In another part of the plan it was stated "C. Ludlum Model 3 monitoring
procedures, step 7. If the individual is contaminated they will be escorted along
with the Individual Monitoring and Decontamination Report Form (Attachment 7)
to Female/Male Decontaminatiori. Evacuee personnel will be re-monitored in the
area of the body reading aboye 300 counts per minute ,upon entering the shower
facility."
·
5. The process for controlling potential evac{iee's upon arrival resulted in groups
~ecoming separated ·which lead to. the inabi'lity to process a sufficient number of
evacuees in a 12-hour period. The plan stated "The vehicle's driver will then be
esc.orted back to their waiting passenger( s) where they will then proceed to the
portal monitor station." However; passengers were dropped off and then directed
. to hnmediately get in line to go through the portal monitor .. When one member
was simulated to be contaminated they were directed to a side table where an
emergency worker was stationed. This worker did not seem to be aware that they
w~re supposed to notify the vehicle personnel of passengers being potentially
contamfoated and identifying the vehicle. The plan stated "If a person is found to
be contaminated, the portal Monitor Team Leader will ask the driver of the group
to show their ticketed number. Once the number has been identified, then the
ntimber will be ~elayed to the Vehicle ,Monitodng Team Leader."
6. Plan des.cription for workstations did not clearly delineate responsibilities for
personnel. It appeared that the port~l monitor lead would be responsible for initial
monitoring, re-monitoring, and notifying vehicle monitoring workers of
contaminated personnel and vehicle identification. These statements indicated
that the responsibility for notifyiQg the vehicle team was the portal lead's
responsibility:· In addition, the plans indicated ,tl;iat the portal lead was responsible
for re-monitoring ev~cuees if they alarmed the portal .monitor, replacing paper
-

.
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covers, surveying workers and their gloves, and reading the direct reading
dosimeters every 15 minutes and recording the reading.· Due to of all of these
assigned duties, the lead may have become overworked was not able to properly
perform all duties.
7. Group· dosimetry was used for monitoring, but several workers were not stationed
· in the same vicinity as the ,di_rect reading dosimeters and some workers moved to
other stations as part of their duties.
References:
1. 2018 Standard Operating Procedures, Monitoring and Decontamination of
Evacuees, Great Falls·High School
2. NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-1; NUREG CRITERION J.12
Each organization shall describe the means for registering and monitoring of
evacuees at relocation centers in host areas. The personnel and equipment
available should be capable of monitoring within about a. J2hour period all
residents and transients in the plume exposure EPZ arriving at relocation centers.
3. FEMA REP Manual 2016, Sub-element 6.a-Monitoring, Decontamination, and
Registration of Evacuees
INTENT
This Sub-element is derived.from NUREG-0654/FEMA- REP-I, which requires
that OROs have the capability to implement radiological monitoring and
decontamination of evacuees, while minimizing contamination of the facility.
OROs must also have the capability to identify and register evacuees afreception
centers·.
Effects:
1. Survey equipment could not be properly put into operation and when it was in
operation the emergency workers did not know how to properly use the
equipment to monitor evacuees for contamin~tioh. This could result in ·
unnecessary decontamination of evacuees when they were not contaminated, or
contaminated evacuees being released without proper documentation and entering
the general populace.

2. Confusing plan descriptions led to the inability to monitor evacuees in a timely
manner and delayed the registration, decontamination, and issuance of potassium
iodide to evacuees.
'
·
3. Lack of coordination between the monitoring station and vehicle monitoring
, could have led to the release of contaminated vehicles.
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4 .. Improper use of group dosimetry could lead to improper assignment of dose
received by the emergency workers.

I

Recommendations:

I

1. Provide additional hands-on training with the portal ·monitor and survey
instruments to allow workers to become more comfortable with their set up and
operation.

I

2.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Review and revise plans and procedures/guides as necessary to ensure that the
proper steps for conducting portal monitor and survey instrument checks are
included and consistent throughout the plans and procedures.

3. Conduct training with all stations set up to allow workers to become familiar with
the flow and to identify any obstructions or bottle necks that could occur.
4. Post job aides and have copies of the standard operating procedures or guides at
each workstation for reference.

I
I

I
I·
I
I

2018 Catawba Nuclear Station

5. Provide a trained individual at each work station to provide guidance and read the
procedures/guides to assist the workers in performing their functions
appropriately.
6. Leads should not be assigned supplemental tasks that could interfere with their
ability to direct operations.
!",•

7. Re- .examine the use of group direct-reading dosimetry to ensure that its use is
appropriate. Review plans and procedures to ensure that each worker remains
within the vicinity of the group direct-reading dosimeter. If a worker is stationed
a significant distance from other workers or must escort evacuees between
stations, then they should be issued individual direct-reading dosimetry. Consider
issuirig direct-reading dosimetry to all workers.
8. Review and revise the plans and procedures as necessary to ensure there are not
conflicting-statements concerning work locations and processes ..
9. Review the plan to ensure that each worker is assigned ari appropriate work load.

·. c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
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Mass Care Capability Summary:
Representatives of Chester County successfully demonstrated the ability to provide
registration and congregate,care needs for evacuees in response to an incident at Catawba
. Nuclear Station. The congregate care center, located at Great Falls High School, was
· managed by·three members of the Palmetto South Carolina Region of the American Red
£ross. ·· Registration and exit control were staffed by. four members from Chester County
Department of Social· Services. Potassium iodide inquiry and issuance was performed by
five staff members from the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control. Agency personnel used effective communication and collaboration to register
evacuees for the reception center and shelter, as well as ensure individuals were free of
contamination prior to admittance.
American Red Cross representatives explained their ability to access additional supplies
and support as necessary through their counterparts at the county and ·st€lte emergency
operations centers. The facilities offered adequate space for estimated evacuation needs;
however, overflow provisions for the county were discussed and available as necessary.
Processes were in place to accommodate service animals and arrange for care of family
pets. Shelter management staff were extremely knowledgeable in the performance of
their duties.
For this capability the following fadiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
1.eJ, 3:b.I, and 6.c.1.
..
..
. ... '
.
I.

a. .Level 1 Finding: . None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None; ·
3.3.1.5 Union County, South Carolina
Environmental Response/H~alth
and 'safety Capability'
Summary:
.
:
. .
~

'

.

,

'

Union County staff, along with many volunteers from varibus agencies demonstrated
radiologica~ monitoring and decontamination of evacuees at the First Baptist Church
Family Life Center., Command and control of the facility was'niariaged from the Union
County mobile commahd post located in the parking lot. From' that location, l~adership
was able to 'communicate internally and externally to manage and coordinate the
operation. Union County staff and volunteers monitored and decontaminated evacuees in
accordance with procedures and effective~y operated the facility In an organized fashion.
They demonstrated through interview, their familiarity with exposure control equipment,
including its proper use· and administrative dose limits. Staff were able to properly place
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survey meters into operation and identify monitoring results at various scales. Radiological
monitoring techniques were effective, and it was evident the staff had been thoroughly
trained. Detailed instructions were provided to the evacuees about the decontarnination
process and areas to be focused on. The staff werefamiliarwith the facility layout and
evacuees were·either escorted through the flow paths or provided clear instructions about
where to proceed. Vehicles were processed in accordance with plans and the staff.used
-effective communication to identify and mark potentially contaminated vehicles. It was
recommended to. update the plans with more ·detailed instructions. for each station:
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were niet:
1.a.1, l .d. l, l.e. l, 3.a. l, and 6.a.l?

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c.. Not Demonstrated: None
. .·

.

d. 'Prior Level 2 Findings:
Resolved: ·12-16-6.a. l-L.2-03
l

Condition: Emergency workers at the Union County reception center did not
successfully demonstrate the ability to survey and decontaminate evacuees. Workers in
several areas of the reception center were not familiar with or proficient in the operation
ofhandheld survey instruments. They did not use proper survey techniques and did not
follow their plans and procedures regarding decontamination processes. Workers were
often unsure of general reception center operations, including evacuee flow paths,
vehicle processing, administrative dose limits, and communication protocols.
Resolution: During the May 2, 2018 re-demonstration of Union County reception
center operations, Union County staff and volunteers were able to demonstrate their
capability to monitor and decontaminate evacuees and effectively operate the facility.
Staff were able to place survey meters into operation in accordance with procedures and
were able to identify monitoring results at various scales. They demonstrated through .
interview, their familiarity with exposure control .equipment, including its proper use
and administrative dose limits. Radiological monitoring techniques were effective, and
it was evident the. staff had been thoroughly trained. Decontamination of evacuees was
simulated; however detailed instru~tions were provided to the evacuees about the
· decontamination pi:6cess and areas· to be focused on. The staff were familiar with the
facility layout and evacuees were either escorted t}:rrough the flow paths or proyided
.clear instnictio~ about where to proceed·. Vehicles were processed in. accordance with
plans and the staff used effective communication to 1dentify and mark potentially
· contaminated vehicles. During this demonstration, vast 1mprovements were'observed
from the previo~s demonstration, however the.i;e is still room for additional
iniproye1rtents .. Union County del11onstrated that .the>7 couJd effectively operate the
facility, but at times, staff were unsure of detailed response actions because the plan for
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the facility remains vague in some areas. It w~s recommended to update the plans with
more detailed instructions for each station to allow easy duplication. of facility set up and
· operation. This would help to ensure the successful operation of the facility is
sustainable.·

e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Mass Care Capability Summary:
Representatives· from the Union County Department of Social Services, South Carolina
Department of Health and Environmental ,Control, the Public Health Reserve Corps, and
· the Upstate South Carolina Region of the American Red Cross chapter were present for
·. the Union County reception and congregate care center demonstration. The agencies
successfully demonstrated the ability to ensure evacuees had been monitored and
decontaminated as necessary prior to entering the congregate care center through,
excellent coordination and communication. Appropriate resources were available to
provide services and accommodations in accordance with American Red Cross
guidelines. Simulated potassium iodide issuance was successfully demonstrated as well.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.e.l, 3.b.l, and 6.c.l.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level~ Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.2

North Carolina Jurisdictions

3.3.2.1 State of North Carolina
Operational Coordination Capability Summary: :
The North Carolina State Division of Emergency Management staff successfully·.
established and maintained a unified and coordinated operational structure in response to
a simulated radiological incident at Catawba Nuclear Station during this exercise.
Leaders used the exercise as an opportunity to cross-train and build capability and depth
with new and those unfamiliar with their assigned roles.
The state warning point and state emergency operations center located in the North
Carolina Joint Forces Headquarters was a secure facility with many layers of security for
controlled access and accountability. The areas were suitably sized with s~fficient space
38
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and backup power to support emergency response activities. Ample supplies were
accessible, and redundant communications systems were in place that worked throughout
the exercise. Informative static displays, illustrations, maps, monitors, televisions, and
other electronic visual aids placed throughout the facility enhanced situational awareness
of ongoing and escalating activities.
Personnel were alerted and mobilized appropriately, and the state emergency operations
center was activated in a timely manner. Liaisons from South Carolina, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Duke
Energy were effectively integrated into operations as key supplemental staff. The staff
was well trained, worked together effectively; and was determined in, providing the most
thorough, complete information in order to provide accurate and useful information for
. leaders to make well informed decisions. They carried out coordinated responsibilities
efficiently and performed their duties in accordance with·established-plans and
procedures.
Direction and control in the state emergency operations center was established
. immediately and maintained throughout. The planning chief was deliberate and decisive
in guiding the staff through its operational rhythm. The director and staff were kept
informed of evolving conditions through the staff orientation; situation and staff briefs; ·
coordinated conference calls; and protective action decision calls. The coordinated
conference calls and protective action decision calls amongst state and local officials
were thorough and informative. The protective action decision making process
effectively used and coordinated all available information to .make timely, well informed
protective action decisions. Protective action decisions were discussed, coordinated and
agreed upon among North and South Carolina and county leadership. The,potassium
iodide decision for the general public was difficult due to changing plai;it conditions and
old information. After several lengthy discussions between each state atimely and
coordinated decision was made for the general populace within each state. The state to
state decision coordination process between the North Carolina Radiation Protection
Section and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control should
be reviewed for efficiency.
The system for allowing emergency workers to exceed a dose limit was a voluntary one.
The emergency worker would first be fully informed of the potential health consequences
and then would be asked if they wanted to proceed with the mission. The senior
radiation protection section individual provided the potential health effects while the state
emergency response team leader had final approval.
. ·: For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria wer·e met:
1.a.1, l.c.l, 1.d.1, 1.e.l, 2.a.1,2.b.2; 3.a.l, 3.d.1, and 3.d.2.
a. rLevell Finding: None
b; . Level 2 Finding: None
39
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c. Not Demonstrated: None

I
I

d. Prior Level 2 Findings . . :. Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Operational Communications Capability Summary:
The North Carolina state warning point and the state emergency operations center were
appropriately equipped with multiple redundant communications systems. The Duke
Emergency Management Network was the primary communications system,
supplemented by a conference decision line for essential coordination among the states,
counties, and the utility. Commercial landline was used as a backup, and multiple other
alternative communications systems were available to support timely communications for
. emergency operations in impacted areas. Communications checks were performed upon
activation of the state emergency operations center, and all systems worked throughout
. the exercise with no observed failures.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria was met:
1.d. l.
a. Level 1 Finding: None
. b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d.. Prior Level 2 Findings . . :. Resolved: None
e. . Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Public Information and Warning .Capability: Summary:
The North Carolina public information personnel successfully demonstrated the use of
multiple communications systems in response to a simulated radiological incident at the
Catawba Nuclear Station. The communication systems were appropriate for sustained
support. of operations and had the capability to provide backup documentation. The
public information designated area, within the North Carolina. state·.emergency: operations
center, was well-equipped with supplies to facilitate its role in support of emergency
operations. ·
'
The North Carolina public information personnel provided accurate, current, and clear
emergency information and instructions in a coordinated and prompt manner to the
public. Emergency notification messages wen~ well coordinated as. a unified command
and were transmitted (simulated) in association with the primary alerting of the public
within the affected area.
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For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria was met:
5.a.l

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resoh:ed: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Situational Assessment Capability Summary:
The radiation protection section personnel supported. activities associated with radiation
dose projection and protective action recommendations. They evaluated radiological and
plant conditions and provided decision makers with relevant information regarding the
extent of the radiation hazard to emergency workers and the general public during a
-simulated incident at Catawba Nuclear Station.
Personnel supporting the state emergency response team were prepositioned according to
the extent-of-play agreement and explained their notification process and demonstrated
the ability to provide 24-hour staffing. The dose assessment leader and assistant .
evaluated appropriate plant parameters, radioactive material release information, and
field data to perform dose projections that were consistent with those provided by Duke
Energy dose assessment personnel. The radiation protection section director briefed state
and local decision makers on protective action recommendations in support of CharlotteMecklenburg County's protective action decisions. North Carolina Radiation Protection
Section procedures did not clearly document the technical basis for protective action
recommendations for potassium iodide for the general public to include whether a
potassium iodide recommendation would be based on a calculated adult or child thyroid
radiation dose.
North Carolina field monitoring teams were positioned along the northern edge of the
projected plume,path and conducted field measurements supporting recommended
protective actions. Dose assessment personnel were able to calculate iodine air sample
results and dose projections from field measurements. The radiation protection section
state radiological emergency response team coordinator was able to explain emergency
worker radiation dose limits and the process for approving emergency workers
volunteering to exceed the administrative dose limits.
· For this capability the following radiological emergency prepa~edness criteria were met:
l'.a.l, l.d.1,1.e.l; 2.a.1, 2.b.1, 2.b.2, and 4.a.2
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Field Monitoring Team Management
Environmental Response/Health and Safety Capability Summary: ·
The radiation protection section successfully demonstrated the ability to effectively
manage field monitoring teams to obtain sufficient information to help characterize the
release and control radiation exposure.
The radiation protection section personnel were pre-positioned in the state emergency
operations center in accordance with the extent of play agreement, and responded
promptly when notified of the event. They quickly established full. operational readiness
upon arrival. . ·
The field monitoring-team coordinator effectively used numerous communications,
systems to include commercial telephone, cellular t~lephone, radio, and internet-equipped
computers. When radio transmissions were failing, the field team coordinator seamlessly
switched to cellular phone. The field monitoring team coordinator had adequate ,and
. appropriate equipment, supplies,, plans, maps, and communications capabilities to support
emergency activities.
. The field monitoring team coordinator provided a safety briefing via radio for the field
monitoring teams, the mobile radiological laboratory, and the sample courier. The·
briefing was thorough and covered all required items on the briefing checklist. The field
team coordinator was familiar with the dose limits for emergency worker exposure
control and the approval process for exceeding the- limits should protecting valuable
property or for live saving become necessary.
Two field monitoring teams were dispatched to an area two miles from the plant near the
. North Carolina/South Carolina border.. This area was also located.near the edge of the
projected plume; however, no significant radiation readings were recorded. with repeated
ambient measurements and air sampling conducted durit~g the exercise·. .
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were MET:
l.a.l, l.d.l, l.e.l, and 4.a.2.
a. Level 1 Finding: None
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b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved.: None
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Mobile Lab
Environmental Response/Health and Safety Capability Summary
The radiation protection section mobile laboratory personnel demonstrated the capability
to perform the required radiological analyses to support emergency operations. The
mobile radiological laboratory and sample control teams\veie prepositioned and
evaluated at the Gerald A. Rudisill, Jr., National Guard Armory in Charlotte, North
Carolina.
,The mobile radiological laboratory and sample control areas were adequately equipped
and capable of supporting their emergency response function of sample receipt,
preparation, and radiological analysis of field samples. The mobile radiological
laboratory was also·capable of providing communication support and field team'
· coordination operations, as needed.
· The mobile radiological laboratory and sample control personnel were provided
appropriate dosimetry for their intended function. Radiation protection section plans and
procedures were used for effective exposure control. Two staff members in the sample
control area and mobile radiological laboratory were interviewed regarding exposure
limits and associated actions. They were knowledgeable of the exposure limits listed on
the personal radiation exposure record card, and aware that they were likely to receive
little, if any, exposure working at their location. Personnel also received a thorough
radiological briefing, read their dosimeters at30-minute intervals, and recorded the
readings on the appropriate exposure record form.
The mobile radiological laboratory staff performed the required radiological analyses to
, support protective action decisions. The gamma spectroscopy analyst successfully
conducted ·background and quality control checks and these checks were determined to be
· . within the recommended parameters for system operation. Appropriate calibration
sources used for the quality control check were National Institute of Standards and
Technology traceable, and two air filters and charcoal canisters were successfully
analyzed and reported.:
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
I.a.I, l.d.l, l.e.l, 3.a.l, and 4.c.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
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Radiological Field Monitoring Team
Environmental Response/Health and· Safety Capability Summary ·
.The radiation protection section used effective procedures·to alert, notify, and mobilize
... emergency p.ersonnel and activate facilities in a timely manner. Two field monitoring
teams; red and blue, were pre-positioned in accordance with the extent of play agreement.
.Both field monitoring teams were dispatched to a pre-determined monitoring point at the
Alert emergency classification- level.. Both field monitoring teams were provided· with a
radio as a.primary communications,·and a cellphone for back-up communications; Both
. devices were used during the exercise. .
The field monitoring teams had sufficient supplies and equipment to conduct operations.
Radiological instrumentation consisted of appropriate survey meters to monitor expected
conditions .. Sufficient personal protective clothing was available in the form of Tyvek
suits, shoe covers and gloves.
:During the exercise the field monitoring team members recorded r~adings from the direct
-reading dosimeters on the personal radiation exposure record card, and on the ·
·communications log. The dosimeter readings· were reported to the field management
team by radio. Ingestion of potassium iodide was also recorded and reported to the field
management team by radio.
· The field monitoring teams performed ambient radiation measurements at the predetermined monitoring location as directed by the field team coordinator.. The teams
were only able to measure the background radiation levels since.the scenario data
indicated the simulated plume did not enter North Carolina.
The field monitoring teams also collected air samples for particulate and airborne
radioiodine at the pre-determined monitoring point. The air samples were analyzed in the
field using the appropriate survey instrument and results reported to the field
management team by radio.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
1.a.l, 1.d.l, l.e.l, 3.a.l, and 4.a.3.
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a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved:· None .
.e. Prio.r Level 2 Findings - Unr.~olved: None
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Western Branch Office
Operational Coordination: Core Capability Summary:
C

The Western Branch Office manager and his staff effectively demonstrated the capability
to establish and maintain a.unified and coordinated response integrating all stakeholders
in the event ofa radiological incident. Alert, notification, and mobilization .of emergency
. personnel was accomplished in a timely manner. The WestemBranch,Office - Regional
~ Coordination Center effectively executed its responsibilities. ·The branch-manager
provided timely staff updates and briefings and considered their input in decision making.
In accordance with Incident Command System methodology, a branch.tactical plan was
developed and implemented.
The Western Branch Office had redundant means of communications, to include internet
access, electronic mail, commercial land lines, cell phones, and other hand-held· .
electronic devices. Backup communications also included facsimile machines and 800
megahertz radios. An electronic incident management system was used to maintain
situational awareness and track assistance requests:, Coordination calls and discussions
among North Carolina, South Carolina and risk counties concerning protective actions
· were coordinated using Duke Emergency Management Network and-conference bridge
lines.
The Western Branch Office was well equipped to support emergency operations with
computers, office equipment, displays and supplies. The, radiological operations status
board w:as updated with current weather information and also contained the 10-mile
emergency planning zone map with a large arrow designating wind direction.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a. l, 1.c. l, l.d. l)and l.e. l.

a. Level 1 Finding: None ,
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. NotDemonstrated: None·
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.2.2 Charlotte-Mecklenburg County
Operational Coordination Capability Summary:
Charlotte-Mecklenburg emergency management staff successfully demonstrated their
ability to implement the core capability of operational coordination. This was
accomplished by establishing and maintaining a unified and coordinated operational
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structure and process that seamlessly integrated all critical stakeholders focusing their
efforts on execution of the agreed upon mission objectives supporting core capabilities.
,. Following notification of an Alert with a release of radioactive material at Catawba
. Nuclear Station, the emergency management director immediately directed recall of the
entire first shift of the emergency operations center staff. The emergency management
director provided informative situational awareness briefings to the assembled staff in the
activation of the emergency operations center. Their preparations for activating the
emergency operations ceriter enabled the staff to quickly activate the facility.
. Communications were established immediately with multiple organizations at multiple
·. levels: Several rapidly remedied communications failures occurred duringthe exercise.
· Previous planning and training allowed to the staff to quickly remedy the problem(s) so
that they did not interfere with exercise play. Facilities, supplies, and automation
equipment were a force multiplier for the team.
.'··The emergency operations center manager, incident commander, and the Board of
County Commissioners Chairperson worked together using each other's strengths to
divide and conquer the mission. The team demonstrated excellent understanding of the
situation at. Catawba Nuclear Station and used that knowledge to prevent unnecessary
. evacuation of their citizens. Their resolve to protect their citizens encouraged other off
site organizations to question unsubstantiated recommendations while developing
protective action decisions on the conference line.
The Mecklenburg County Health Director ensured the medical services community was
an overall proactive response organization.: The various agency staffs worked well
together and made good use of plans, procedures, and detailed knowledge of the medical
and health needs of the Mecklenburg residents.
Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools' Liaison was proactive to assess the schools populations.
Based on increases perceived in the emergency, the liaison reqri~sted'the staging of bus
drivers and a precautionary transfer of students within the emergency planning zone.
Sufficient resources were available to move a large number of stµdents and teachers on
buses.
· ··
·
· ·
·
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a.1, l.c.l, l.d.l, l.e.l, 2.a.1, 2.b.2, 2.c.l, 3.a.l, 3.b.1, 3.c.l, 3.c.2, 3.d.l, andJ.q.2. ·

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding; None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings -: Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None 46
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Public Information and Warning Capability Summary:
Charlotte-Mecklenburg County Emergency Operations Center Public Information and
Warning officials demonstrated the ability to convey coordinated, reliable, prorript, and
actionable protective action information to the whole community by using consistent and
· clear methods to relay information in response. to an event at the Catawba Nuclear.
Station.
Upon receiving the notification of an Alert Emergency Classification Level at the
Catawba Nuclear Station, the Charlotte-Mecklenburg County Emergency Operations
Center Public Information Officer generated a news release that provided a statement of
the emergency situation. Once a protective action decision was made, the Emergency
Management Coordinator.had the staff at the Warning Point activate the siren system in
silent mode. The siren operating system indicated all· sirens functioned correctly. A
second and third siren activation conducted in the silent mode were also successful.
A fire department representative in the emergency operations center, stated that if there
had been a siren failure route alerting procedures were available. There was an adequate
· number of trained personnel to conduct backup route alerting.
Rumor control was handled by a 311 person in the county emergency operations center.
Three .news releases and one media release were generated by the county Public
Information Officer and were vetted thrca:mgh the emergency operations center deci~ion
makers and the Joint Information Center for release.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
5.a.l, 5.a.3, and'5.b.l.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.2.3 Gaston County . ,
Operational Coordination Capability Summary:
The Gaston County emergency management coordinator and the members of his
emergency operations center staff successfully demonstrated the ability to respond to a
radiological emergency at the Catawba Nuclear Station and ensure the safety of the
general population and county emergency workers. The c~ordinator used an automated
electronic system to make timely notifications·to activate the emergency operations
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·· center staff. He rapidly gathered emergency information, analyzed it, and presented it to
' the staff and the county administrator, senior legal counsel, and senior officials who
, participated throughout the exercise. Periodic staff briefings kept the staff informed of
emergency conditions and plant status, and the staff periodically briefed their action
status to maintain effective internal coordination.
The emergency· operations center had multiple communication systems, to include
computer Internet access, electronic mail, commercial landlines, cell phones, and other
hand-h'eld electronic devices. Backup communications also included facsimile machines,
800 megahertz radios, and amateur radio support. An electronic incident management
system log displayed on two overhead screens maintained situational awareness.
Periodic conference calls and discussions among the risk counties and state emergency
operations centers concerning protective actions were timely and effective, Sufficient
equipment and supplies were available for extended operations as required.
The Gaston County emergency operations center staffeffectively demonstrated their
ability to implement protective actions for individuals with disabilities and tl].ose with
access/functional needs and schools within their area of the 10-mile·emerge~cy planning
zone. They also demonstrated the capability to establish effective traffic·and access
control, and to respond appropriately to impediments to evacuation on roads within their
jurisdiction. Agency representatives were knowledgeable of appropriate dosimetry,
potassium iodide, and procedures to limit radiological exposure of emergency workers.
Staff members were knowledgeable and effectively ensured the safety of the.public and
emergency workers.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
l.a.1, l.c.1, Ld.l, l.e.l, 2:a.l, 2:b.2, 2;c.l, 3:a.l, 3.b.l, 3.c.l; J.c.2; 3:d.l, •and 3.d:2.

a. Level l 0Finding: None
b.. Level 2 Finding: None
c~ Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Lev.el 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
Public Information and Warning Capability Summary:.

;

Throughout the exercise, frequent communication between the public information
officers in the Gaston County emergency operations center and their counterparts in joint
information system ensured all were·continuously updated on both anticipated and actual
public information products. ' Any information specific to the emergency situation in
Gaston County was coordinated by the county public information officer and passed to
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senior county leadership· by the emergency management coordinator.. This assured that no
incorrect county information would be released to the media and general public. Together,
the public· information officers ensured Gaston County input into the development of
news releases and media briefings was accurate, timely, and useful.
Gaston County staff effectively demonstrated their capability to provide primary alerting
of the public in a timely manner, complete backup notifications in the·event.of a. siren
failure, and to provide accurate information to the public.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness· criteria. were met:
5.a.l, 5.a.3,.and5.b.l.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
, c. NotDemonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: Nune
3.3.3

Joint Operations

3.3.3.1 Joint lnform?tion System
Public Information and Warning Capability Summary:
The use of a.joint information system was demonstrated.by public information officers
and support staff from the offsite response organizations of the Catawba Nuclear Station
10-mile emergency planning zone and Duke Energy. Public information staf(from the
State of South Carolina; the State of North Carolina; the risk counties ofCharlotteMecklenburg, Gaston, and York; Union County, a host county; and Duke Energy were
participants of the joint information system process. The organizations effectively
integrated into a joint information system to publish coordinated, prompt, reliable, and
actionable information to the public. Emergency 'information was clear and accurate, and
instructions consistent with protective action decisions made. Protective action decisions
coordinated by offsite response organizations were relayed accurately through news
releases and emergency messaging.
Public information officers and the joint information system were activated and .
established in accordance with established procedures following the Alert emergency
classification level declaration. Redundant·communication and information sharing
. capabilities, as well as necessary equipment, maps, displays, and supplies to support
emergency operations were readily available and sufficient to support the response and
operated without failure during the exercise.
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· The joint information system demonstrated resulted in excellent interaction, cooperation,
and coordination among onsite and offsite response organizations. Accurate, timely, and
coordinated messages were delivered to the public through news releases and press
conferences.
Duke Energy activated its joint information center as part of this system. They conducted
three press conferences during the exercise. Prior to each press conferen.ce, a pre-briefing
conference call was conducted in order to organize spokespersons and deliver a
coordinated message to the media and the public. During tlie three press conferences, the
offsite response organizations made their presentations telephonically and were available
to answer questions from the mock media.
Public inquiry hotlines were established by the offsite response organizations at their
respective locations and by Duke Energy at its joint information center. Rumors and
trends were identified and discussed among the public information officers and dispelled
at press conferences.
For this capability the following radiological emergency preparedness criteria were met:
I.a.I, l.d.l, l.e.1, and 5.b.l.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings - Resolved: None
e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
3.3.3.2 Emergency Operations Facility
Operational Coordination Capability Summary:
South Carolina and North Carolina emergency management agencies and radiation
control programs dispatched liaisons to the Duke Energy emergency operations facility in
Charlotte, NC. The emergency management agency liaisons maintained excellent
communication with their respective agencies and provided timely information. This
information allowed the states and the utility to be better prepared to make rational
protective action decisions to protect the health and safety of the public. The North
Carolina radiation control liaisons provided additional information to their state personnel
to assist in dose assessment activities and in determining protective action
recommendations. The North Carolina dose assessment liaison changed the method of
providing information to the state because the normal method was too slow. The South
Carolina radiological liaison did not send information to the state and did not
communicate in detail any potential problems to the state.
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· For this capability the following radiological: emergency preparedness criteria was met:
2.b.l.
.

a. Level 1 Finding: None
b. Level 2 Finding: None
c. Not Demonstrated: None
d. Prior Level 2 Findings.- Resolved: None
,e. Prior Level 2 Findings - Unresolved: None
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Section 4: Conclusion
Overall, the exercise was a success. Officials and representatives from the States of South
Carolina and North Carolina; the risk counties of York, South Carolina and CharlotteMecklenburg and Gaston, North Carolina; the host counties of Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster and
Union, South Carolina and Cleveland and Union North Carolina and Duke Energy as well as
numerous volunteers participated in the exercise. The cooperation and teamwork of the
participants were evident throughout all phases of the exercise. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency wishes to acknowledge the efforts of the many individuals who
participated and made this exercise a success. Protecting the public health and safety is the fulltime job of some of the exercise participants and an additional assigned responsibility for others.
Still others have willingly sought this responsibility by volunteering to provide vital emergency
services to their communities. State and local emergency response organizations demonstrated
knowledge of their emergency response plans and procedures and successfully implemented
them.
During this exercise, Federal Emergency Management Agency identified one level 2 finding
concerning activities in Chester County, South Carolina. This finding concerned equipment
operation and training. The Federal Emergency Management Agency will work with the State of
South Carolina and Chester County to resolve the finding.
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Appendix A: Exercise Timeline
Emergency
Classification
Level or Event
Unusual Event
Alert
Site Area Emergency
General Emergency
Simulated Rad. Release Started
Simulated Rad. Release Terminated
Facility Declared Operational
Declaration of State of Emergency
South Carolina
North Carolina
Local

Time
Utility
Declared

0853
I045
1248
0853/1016
1039
Ongoing

Time That Notification Was Received or Action Was Taken
SC-SEOC/ DOSE
ASSESSSMENT

SC JIC

YORK
COUNTY

NC-SEOC/
DOSE
ASSESSMENT

WESTERN
BRANCH
OFFICE

CHARLOTTEMECKLENBURG
COUNTY

GASTON
COUNTY

DUKE
ENERGY
JIC

0906
1052
1300
0906/1053

0902
1053
1304

0902
1053
1301
0902/1053

0902
1053
1303
0902

0914
I058
1304
1040

0901
1052
1301
0901

0910
1053
1305
0915/1053

0853
I052
1304
1045

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
0925

Ongoing
0927

Ongoing
0916

Onuninu

0949

Ongoing
0911

Ongoing

0940

1008

1007

1008

----------- --------------IOOO
----------- --------------IOOO

IOOO
- 1000
0951/1010

0924

0959

------------------------------------------- -- 1000 ---- ----------1007
1005
I005
-------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------1015
IOOO

North Carolina Direction and Control
Exercise Termina fed

1533

1529

1535

1533

1122_

1122

1119

1127

1519

1533

IOOO

Precautionary Actions: lake clearing, ban hunting & fishing

1015

1015

1000

1" Protective Action Decision: evacuate AO, Bl, Cl

1119

1119

1118

pt Siren Activation

1135

1135

1135

1135

1135

1135

1135

1135

1'1 EAS Message: #3

1138

1138

1138

1138

1138

1138

1138

1138

I" National Weather Service Activation
Protective Action Decision: evacuate AO, Bl, B2, Cl, C2
Shelter in place A3

2nd

2nd

Siren Activation

2nd

EAS Message: #4 modify, evacuation and shelter in place

2nd

National Weather Service Activation

3"' Protective Action Decision: evacuate add Al
3,J Siren Activation
3,a EAS Message: #4 modify, add Al for evacuate
#4 modify, add Kl for general public in evacuation zones
3,J National Weather Service Activation
Kl Decision:
___ South Carolina - EW and lleneral public ___________________
North Carolina - EW general public

IOl7

1138
1344

1343

1343

1343

1343

1344

1355

1355

1355

1355

1355

1355

1355

1358

1358

1358

1358

1358

1358

1453
1500
1503
1515

1453
1500
1503
1515

1453
1500
1503
1515

1515

1515

1358

1358
1453
1500
1513
1522

1453
1500
1503
1515
1513

1453
1500
1503
1515

1453
1500
1503
1515

1515

1515

1515

1515

-------------------------------------- ------------------1515
1515
1515
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Appendix B: Exercise Key Leaders and Evaluators
Regional Assistance Committee Chair: Randall Hecht
Section Chiefs: Lawrence Robertson/J.T. Ackermann
Site Specialists: Joe Harworth/Michael Dolder
Exercise Support: Caitlin Bergstrom/Melonie McGuire-Johnson
,,

,,,

'Location . : ·'
.'
..
Joint Operations:
.
..
Joint Information System/Duke
Energy Joint Information Center
South Carolina Joint
Information Center
Duke Energy Emergency
Operations Facility
'State, ofS.outhCarolina ,
Director: Mr. KinlSterison. ·••,
'•

~

,.·•,

. ',•.:
'

. ._

,Ev'aluatioil Teani
..

;

,

Emergency Worker & Vehicle
Decontamination (OOS- 1800
on May 1 at Bethesda Volunteer
Fire Department)

'

.,

.•·:'

',
"

,

.

,,

."

'

,
,

..

, _.,.

'

,·

"

'

Quintin Ivy-Lead Evaluator
Drew Seward
P.J. Nied
Joe Harworth-Lead Evaluator
Drew Seward
Libby Adkins
Matt Bradley
Quintin Ivy
DeShun Lowery
Walt Cushman
Libby Adkins-Lead Evaluator
Joe Harworth
Drew Seward
Matt Bradley
Quintin Ivy
DeShun Lowery
Walt Cushman

,,

"'

..

,.

,

''

,.

,,

Operational Coordination
Operational Communication
Public Information & Warning
On Scene Security, Protection, &
Law Enforcement
Situational Assessment
'

-.~

-.·.

~

-,:._-.

,•
"
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.

'~

'

'

'>

,:

.

Situational Assessment

Jill Leatherman
•,.-:

.

Public Information & Warning

"

,,

'

"

Public Information & Warning

,

.

.
,•

'•,

·:· . . ',

,

Matt Bradley-Lead Evaluator
Candace Burrell

SEOC

Protective Actions for Schools
(OOS- 0730 on April 17 at
York County EOC)

Ca~ability &'Activity',.
"'

Libby Adkins-Lead Evaluator
Henry Christiansen
Joe Harworth-Technical Lead
Evaluator .

,

EOC

,

.,
'

Glenda Bryson

'

Dose Assessment
Risk Coµnty: York County ,
Director:' Mr.' ChlickHaynes · ,,,,

..

·-

-

'

',,'

'"'

,

.

,,

'

,,

""•

"

"

'.

'•

, '

•,,;"a'"

Operational Coordination
Public Information & Warning
On Scene Security, Protection, &
Law Enforcement

Critical Transportation

Environmental Response/Health
& Safety
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E:valqation)'e~iit,· ? ·• • •

I

Libby Adkins-Lead Evaluator
Joe Harworth
Drew Seward
Matt Bradley
Quintin Ivy
DeShun Lowery
Walt Cushman

Environmental Response/Health
& Safety

Reception· & Congregate Care
Center (OOS- 1830 on April 19
at Blacksburg High Sch,ool)

Joe Harworth-Lead. Evaluator
Libby Adkins
Gerald McLemore
Walt Cushman
DeShunLowery
Drew Seward

Environmental Response/Health
& Safety

Reception & Congregate Care
Center (OOS- 1800 on April 18
at Great Falls School Complex)

Joe Harworth-Lead Evaluator
Libby Adkins
Gerald McLemore
Walt Cushman
DeShun Lowery
Drew Seward

Environmental Response/Health
& Safety .

Reception' & Congregate· Care
Center (OOS- 1630 on April 17
at Lancaster High School)

Joe Harworth-Lead Evaluator
Libby Adkins
Gerald McLemore
Walt Cushman
DeShun Lowery
Drew Seward

Environmental Response/Health
& Safety

\.. Reception & Congregate Care
Center (OOS- 1830 on May2 at
First Baptist Church Family
Life Center)

Libby Adkins-Lead Evaluator
Joe Harworth
Matt Bradley
Quintin Ivy
DeShun Lowery
Drew Seward
Walt Cushman

Emergency' Woiker & Vehicle
· Decontamiriatiori (OOS- 1800
on May 2 at Sharon Volunteer
Fire Department)

.sfrite'.ofNorth Catoiii'ia

. . ..

:bf~J~fJi /Nti:i Mfohaets· ·ra:yb6rry·:......
SEOC

Gerald McLemore-Lead Evaluator
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··L
..... ,.. ,·t····-. .c:·,:, . .·
•. oca ~on·.·,·

··Team

EvaJuation
Odis Spencer

NCEM Western Branch Office
Dose Assessment

Robert Nash
Marcy Campbell

FMT Management

Mike Henry

FMT Red & FMT Blue

Carol Shepard
Roger Winkelmann

Mobile Laboratory

Keith Earnshaw

:rusk(J~~µt,yi:.:'~li~r:·~~fl\'!~¢lil~~li,µrg; ~~qnty : . .
er•

J)irectqr: Mr.:.Rich1irdGrairi
EOC

EOC

Walt Cushman-Lead Evaluator
Roy Smith
Danny Loomis
DeShun Lowery

Operational Coordination
Public Information & Warning
On Scene Security, Protection, &
Law Enforcement
Critical Transportation

Michael Dolder-Lead Evaluator
Gary Bolender

Operational Coordination
Public Information &'Warning
On Scene Security, Protection, &
Law Enforcement
Critical Trans ortation

I
I
I

Public Information & Warning
Public lnfo~ation & Warning
On .Scene Security, Protection, &
Law Enforcement
..
Operational Coordination
Situational Assessment
Environmental Response/Health
& Safety
Environmental Response/Health
& Safety
Environmental Response/Health ·
&
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Appendix C: Extent-of-Play Agreements
SC Extent of Play Agreement
Catawba Nuclear Station 2018 Partial Participation
Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Exercise
Unless otherwise noted, all activities will be fully demonstrated in accordance with respective
plans and procedures as they would be in an actual emergency. South Carolina Emergency
Management Division (SCEMD) must provide these plans, guides and procedures to Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) NLT 60 days before the exercise. If an activity is not
listed as an exception, it will be demonstrated as described in the plans, standard operating
guides (SOGs) and/or standard operating procedures (SOPs). In some cases, a task may be listed
as "demonstrate/discuss" to indicate that actions may be completed or discussed via interview as
the scenario dictates. Any activity to be evaluated out-of-sequence (OOS), during staff
assistance visits (SAVs), and/or by discussion will be clearly identified. Any issue or
discrepancy arising during exercise play may be re-demonstrated, if allowed by the Regional
Assistance Committee (RAC) Chair or as listed herein. This allowance may be granted if it is
not disruptive to exercise play and is mutually agreed to by the Offsite Response Organization
(ORO) Controller and FEMA Evaluator.

Offsite Response Or2anizations (ORO)
Pa2e#
Stat.e of Sou:th Carolin.a
.·
State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC)
1
Dose Assessment
4
Field Monitoring Team
5
Mobile Radiological Laboratory (MRL)
7
Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) Liaisons
9
Waterway Clearance
9
Traffic Control Points (TCPs)
10
Joint Information System (JIS)
12
EAS/LP-1
13
Risk County (York) ·
Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
15
Schools
20
Traffic Control Points (TCPs)
21
Emergency Worker Decontamination (EWD)
22
Host .Counties (Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster, Union)
Reception Center (RC)
25
Congregate Care (CC)
27
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STATE OF SOUTHCAROLINA

I
I
I

State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC)
Core Capability: Operational Coordination
Definition: Establish and maintain a unified and coordinated operational structure and process
that appropriately integrates all critical stakeholders and supports the execution of core
capabilities. . .

Capability Target: l.a. l. Alert, Notify, Mobilize
OROs use effective procedures to alert, notify, and mobilize emergency personnel and ac;:tiva,te
facilities.in a timely manner (NUREG,.Q654/l'.EMA7REP-1, A.La, e; A.3, 4; C.l, 4, 6;.DA; E.1,
2; H.3, 4).
South Carolina Emergency Management Division (SCEMD) will demonstrate the following ·,
Critical Tasks:
• The capability to receive notification of an incident from the licensees; verify the .
notification; contact, alert, and mobilize key emergency personnel in a timely manner.,
• The ability to staff and maintain 24-hour operations.
• The activation of facilities for immediate use by mobilized personnel upon theirariivaL
• The ability to identify and request additional resources or identify compensatory
measures.
Exception: .Personnel cannot be at their duty station but may be ·pre-positioned in the area
prior to notification.

Capability Target: l.b. l. Facilities
Facilities are sufficient to support the emergency response. (NUREG-0654/REMA-REP-1,
G.2.a; H.3; J.10.h; J.12; K5.b). ,
SCEMD will demonstrate the availability of facilities to support emergency operations.
:. ·' .
Capability Target: l .c. l. Direction and Control. ,
Key personnel with leadership roles for the ORO provide direction and control to that part of the
overall response effort for which they are responsible (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.l.d;
A.2.a, b; A.2; C.4, 6).
~

State Emergency Response T~am (SERT) members.at the SEOC will dem~:mstrate the following
Critical Tasks:
• The ability to carry out the essential management functions of the response effort.
• The ability to prioritize resource tasking and replace/supplement resources.
Exception: All telephone calls to non-participating agencies will . be made by calling the
simulation .cell (simcell). FEMA evaluator will be given access to the simcell as needed.

Capability Target: l .d. l. Communications Equipment
62·
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At least 2 communications systems are available, at least, 1 operates properly; and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations. Communications
capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations (NUREQ.;0654/FEMA-REP-1, F.1,
2).
SCEMD will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• A primary system and at least one backup system are folly functional at all times.
• The capability to manage the communications systems and ensure that all message traffic ·
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.

Exception: State decision makers will use the Duke Energy Emergency Management
Network (DEMNet) to conduct protective action discussions/decision making and the·
conference bridge line will be the backup.
Capability Target: l .e. l. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; 17,.8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b).
·
SCEMD will demonstrate that the SEOC has sufficient equipment, maps and displays to perform
the assigned role.
Capability Target: 2.b.2. Protective Action Decisions for the General Public
A qecision-making process involving consideration of appropi;iate factors and necessary
coordination is used to make P ADs for the general public (including the recommendation for use
of KI, if ORO policy) (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.4, 6; D.4; J.9; J.10.f, m).

•
•

•
•

The SERT wiH demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
The capability to make both initial and subsequent precautionary.and/or protective. action
decisions in a timely manner appropriate to the incident.
The capability to·change protective actions based on the combination of all these factors:
subsequent dose projections, field monitoring data, or information on plant conditions,
magnitude of ongoing threat, the response, and/or site conditions.
·
The capability to make decisions on the distribution and administration of KI to
:supplement sheltering and evacuation.
The capability to communicate the results of decisions to all the affected locations.

Capability Target: 3.d.l. Implementation of Traffic and Access Control
Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurate instructions are provided to traffic
and access control personnel'(NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.1, 4; J.10.g,j).

,.,

ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• · The capability to select, ·establish, and staff appropriate traffic and access· control points·
·consistent with current conditions and PADs (e;g., evacuating, sheltering, and relocation)
in a timely manner
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The capability to provide instructions to traffic and access control staff on actions to take
when modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation
patterns or in the area(s) where access is controlled.

Capability Target: 3 .d.2. Impediments to Evacuation and Traffic and Access Control
Impediments to evacuation are identified and resolved (N,UREG-0654/FEMA-REP.:1, J.10.k).
ESF-J6 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate/discuss the capability to identify and take.
appropriate actions concerning i}.Ilpediments that require re-routing of traffic during the
evacuation and coordination with the JIS to communicate the alternate route to evacuees.

Core,Capability: Operational Communications
Definition: Ensure the capacity for timely communications in support of security, situational
awareness, and operations-by any and all means available, among and between,affected
communities in the impact area and all response forces.
Capability Target: 1.d. l. Communications Equipment (Interstate Communications)
At least 2 com11,1unications systems are available, at least 1 operates properly, and
.
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations. Communications
capapilities are managed in support of em~rgency operations (NU:REG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, F.1,
2). .
.
SCEMD will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• A primary system and at lea~t one b~cklip system are fully functional at ~11 times.
• The capability to manage the commun1cations systems and ensure that aH ,m¢ssage traffic
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.
·

Core Capability: Public Information and Warning
Definition: Deliver coordinated, prompt, reliable, and acti9nable information to the whqle
community through the use of clear, con~istent, accessible, and culturally and linguistically
appropriate methods to effectively ~elay infomiation rega~ding ariy threat or hazard ~d, as:
appropriate, the actions being taken and the assistance b~ing made available.
· ·
·' ·
Capability Target: 5.a.l. Initial Activation of Prompt Alert and Notification System.
Activities associated with primary alerting and notification of the' public are completed in a· '.
1
timely manner following the initial decision by authorized offsite emergency officials to notify
the public of an .emergency s.ituation. The initial instructional message to the puqlic must include
as a minimum the elements required by current FEMA REP Guidance (Timely: The resP,onsible
ORO personnel/repres_entatives demonstrate actions to disseminate the appropriate.
.. . '
information/instructions with a sense of urgency and without undue delay) (NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, E.5, 6, 7).
The SERT will demonstrate the ·c·apability to coordinate siren activation followed by an initial·
instructional message to populated areas (permanent resident and transient) thro'ughout the 10mile plume exposure pathway EPz.··The procedures to' broadcast the message ~ill be fully
demonstrated as they would in an actual emergency up to the point of transmission.
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Capability Target: 5.b.l. Emergency Info and Instructions for Public and the Media
OROs provide accurate emergency information and instructions to the public and news media in
a timely manner (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, E.5, 7; G.3.a; G.4.a, c).
The SERT will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:·
• The ability to provide em~rgency information and instructions to the public and media in
a timely manner following the initial alert and notification (not subject to specific.time
requirements).
• The capability to ensure that emergency information that is no longer valid·is rescinded .
and not repeated by broadcast media.
• The capability to eI1sure that current emergency infotmation is repeated at pre-established
intervals.
• The capability to provide timely, accurate, concise, and coordinated information to the··
news media for subsequent dissemination to the public.
• The capability to respond appropriately to inquiries from the news media.
• The capabilhy to deal with calls received via the public inquiry hotline.
• The capability to provide or obtain accurate information for public inquiry callers or
make appropriate referrals.
.
• The' capability to e~sure that emergency information and instructions·are consistent with
PADs made by appropriate officials.
• The capability to ensure that emergency iµformation contains all necessary and.
applicable instructions to assi.st the public in carrying out the PADs provided.
• The c~pability to conduct timely and pertiilent media briefings and distribute media
releases as the incident warrants.
.
Dose Assessment
Core Capability: Operational Coordination
Definition: Establish and maintain a.unified and coordinated operational structure and process'
that appropriately integrates ail critical stakeholders and supports the execution of core
capabilities. .
·
·
·,
Capability Target: 3.b.l._.,. Implementation of KI Decision for Institutionalized and. Generai
Public
'

KI and appropriate instructions are made available in case a decision to recommend use of KI is
made. Appropriate record-keeping of the admirustration of KI for institutionalized individuals
and the general pubfic is maintained (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J.10.e, f)..
·

SCDHEC will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to make KI available to institutionalized individuals. and, where provided
for in plans/proc(,.'idures, members of the general public.
.
• The capability to accomplish distribution of KI consistent with dedsions made.
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The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on using KI for those advised to
take it.

Core Capability: Situational Assessment
Definition:· Provide all decision-makers with decision-relevant information regarding the nature
and extent of the hazard, any cascading effects, and the status of the response.
Capability Target: 2. b. l. Protective Action Recommendations (P ARs)
Appropriate PARs are based on available information on plant condition, field monitoring data,
and licensee and ORO dose projections, as well as knowledge of onsite and offsite ·
environmental conditions (NUREG,.0654/FEMA-REP--1, I. 10; Supp. 3).
SCDHEC will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks: .
• The capability to develop PARs for decision-makers based on available information and
recommendations provided by the licensee, as well as field monitoring data if available.
• The capability to independently validate dose projections.
• The capability to ·use any additional data to refine projected doses and exposure rates and
,revise the 'associated P ARs. ·
Capability Target: 2.b.2. Protective Action Decisions for the General Public
A decision-making process involving consideration of appropriate factors and necessary
coordination is used to make P ADs for the general public (including the recommendation .for the
use of KI, if ORO policy) (NUREG-0654/FEMA:-REP-1, A.3; C.4, 6; D.4-;,J.9; J.10.f, m). ·
SC:pHEC will demonstrate the provision of additional P ARs based on dose projections, field
monitoring data, and information on plant conditions.
·
·

EOF Liaisons
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Core Capability: Situational Ass'essment
Definition: Provide all decision-makers with decision-relevant information regarding the nature
and extent of the hazard, any cascading effects, and the status of the· response.

I
I

Capability Target: 2.b.l. Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) · ,
Appropriate P ARs are based on available information on plant condition, field monitoring data,
and licensee and ORO dose projections, as well as knowledge of onsite and offsite
environmental conditions (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, I. 10; Supp. 3).

I

SCEMD Liaison and SCDHEC Liaison will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to provide enhanced flow of information between the utility and offsite
response organizations.
• The ability to ensure state and county decision-makers and utility. personnel are kept upto-date with accurate and timely information.

Exception: All participating state government.personnel will be pre-positioned in the area
and will respond only after notification.
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Waterway Clearance
Core Capability: On Scene Security Protection
Definition: Ensure a safe and secure environment through law enforcement and related security
and protection operations for people and- communities located within affected areas and also for
all traditional and atypical response personnel engaged in lifesaving and life-sultaining
operations.
Capability Target: 1.d. l .. Communications Equipment
At least 2 communications systems are available, at least 1 operates properly, and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations. Communications
capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-C F.l,
2) ....
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) will demq:t;istrate: .
• A primary sy~tem and.at least one backup system are fully functional at all times.·
• The capability to manage the communications systems and ensure. that all message traffic
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.
Capability Target: 1.e.1. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are ..
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; 1.7; 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b).
SCDNR will provide verification via discussions thatequipment, dosimetry, Kl, and other
supplies are sufficient to perform assigned role.
Capability Target: 3.a.1. Implementation of Emergency Worker Exposure Control
OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, and procedures, and manage radiological exposwe to
EW s in accor,dance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically. and at the end of each .mission
read their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate exposure re.cord or chart. OROs
maintain appropriate record-keeping of the administration of KI to EWs (NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-1, J.10.e, K.3.a, b, K.4).
SCDNR will demonstrate. the followi~g Critical Tasks:
• The capability to provide emergency workers (including supplemental resources) with the
· appropriate direct-reading and permanent record dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, Kl, and
instructions on the use of these items.
• ·Procedures to monitor and record dosimeter readings and manage radiological exposure
control.
. • Procedures for when administrative exposure limits and tum-back values are reached.
• The capability to determine whether to replace workers; authorize workers to incur
additional exposures, or other actions related to exposure limits.
· • ,· The capability to accomplish distribution of KI to emergency workers consistent with
decisions made.
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•

The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on using KI for those advised to
take.
• , The basic knowledge of procedures for using KI. ·

Exception: KI will be simulated.
Capability Target: 3.d.l. Implementation of Traffic and Access Control
Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurate instructions are provided to traffic
and access control personnel. (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.1,4; J.10.g,j)
SCDNR will demonstrate the;following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to select, establish, and staff appropriate access control points consistent
with current conditions 8.!1;d PADs (e.g., evacuating, sheltering, and relocation) in a timely
manner.
• The capability to provide; instructions to·access control staff on a6tions to take when
modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation pattems,or
in the area(s) where access is controlled ..
• ,.. Accurate knowledge of the roles and responsibilities, including verifying emergency
worker identification and access authorization to the affected areas. ·

Traffic Control Points
Core Capability: On Scene Security Protection
Definition: Ensure a safe and secure environment through law enforcement and relatec;l security
and protection operations for people and communities located within affected areas and also for
all traditional and atypical ·response personnel engaged in lifesaving and life-sustaining
operations.
Capability Target: l .d. l. Communications Equipment
At least 2 communications systems are available, at least I. operates properly, and
communication links are established anq maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities ~re managed in support ·of emergency operations (NUREG-.
0654/FEMA-REP-1, F.1, 2).
ESF~.16 (Traffic Management) win demonstrate:
• A primary system and at least one backup system are fully functional at all times.
• The capability to manage the c9mmunications systems and ensure th~t an message traffic
is handled without delays tl\at might disrupt emergency operatioµs.
Capability Target: 1.e. l. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are.
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; I.7, 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b).
ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will provide verification via discussions that equipment,
dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are sufficient to perform assigned role.
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Capability Target: 3 .a. l. Implementation of Emergency Worker Exposure Control
OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, K,I, and procedures, and·maoage radiological exposure to
EWs in accordance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically and at the end of each mission
read their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate exposure.record or: chart ..OROs
maintain appropriate record-keeping of the administration of KI to EWs (NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-1, J.10.e, K.3.a, b, K.4).
ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to provide emergency workers (including supplemental resources) with the
appropriate direct-reading and permanent record dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and
instructions on the use of these items.
• Procedures to monitor and record dosimeter readings and manage radiological exposure
control.
• Procedures for when administrative exposure limits and tum-back values are reached.-•
• ' The capability to determine whether to replace workers, authorize workers to incur
additional exposures, or other actions related to exposure limits.
• The capability to accomplish distribution of KI to emergency workers consistent with·
decisions made.
• The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on using KI for those advised to
take.
·
• The basic knowledge of procedures for using KI.

Exception: KI will be simulated.
Capability Target: · J.d.1. Implementation of Traffic a:nd Access Control
Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurate instructions are provided to traffic
and access control personnel. (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.1,4; J.10.g,j)
ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to select, establish, and staff appropriate traffic and· access control points
consistent with current conditions and PADs (e.g., evacuating, sheltering, and relocation)
in a timely manner.
• The capability to provide instructions to traffic and access control staff on actions to take
when modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation
patterns or in the· area(s) where access is controlled.
'• Accurate knowledg'e of the roles and responsibilities; including verifying emergency
worker identification and access authorization to the affected 'areas.
Capability Target: 3 .d.2. Impediments to Evacuation and Traffic and Access Control
Impedi1.11ents to evacuatio~ are identified and resolved. (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J.10.k)
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ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate/discuss the capability to respond to evacuation
impediments with re-routing of traffic during the evacuation and coordination with the Joint
Information Center/ Joint Information System (JIC/JIS) to communicate alternate evacuation
routes.
Joint Information System (JIS)
Core Capability: Public Information and Warning
Definitio_n: Deliver coordinated, prompt, reliable, and actionable information to the whole
community through the use of clear, consistent, accessible, and culturally and linguistically
appropriate methods to effectively relay information regarding any threat or hazard and, as
appropriate, the actions being taken and the assistance being made available.

Capability Target: l.a. l. Alert, Notify, Mobilize
,
OROs use effective procedures to alert, notify, and mobilize emergency personnel and activate
facilities in a timely manner (NURE_G-065.4/FEMA-REP-1, A.La, e; A.3, 4; C.l, 4, 6; D.4; EJ,
2; H.3, 4).
.
.
ESF-15 (Public Information) will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks forthe State JIC/ns:
• The ability to ~taff and maintain 24-hour operations.
·
• The capability to activate the State JIC for immediate use by mobilized personnel upon
their arrival.
·
·
·
· ·
•

The ability to identity and request ad1itional resources. or identify compensatory
measures.

Capability Target: 1.d. l. Communications Equipment
.
.. .
.
At least two communications systems are av'ailable, at least one operates ptop~r!y, and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate lc;,cations..
.. .
Communications capabilities are managed i~ support of emergency operations (NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, F.1, 2).
c,

· ESF-15 (Public Information) will demonstrat~ the following Critical Tasks for the State JIC/JIS:
• A primary syste~ and at least one ba~kup system. ru;e fully fqnctfonal at all times. _· . ·:
• The capability to manage the connnunicatio11-s sy~tems and ensure that all message traffic
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.
· ··
Capability Target: l .e. l. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies.are
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; I.7, 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; r<;..3.a; K.5.b).
·
·
·
ESF-15 (Public Information) will demonstrate that the State JIC has sufficient equipment, maps
and displays to perform the assigned role.
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Capability Target: 5.b.l. Emergency Info and Instructions for Public andtheMedia
OROs provide accurate emergency information and instructions to the-public and news media-in
a timely manner (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-l, E.5, 7; G.3.a; G.4.a, c).
ESF-15 (Public Information) will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The ability to provide emergency information and instructions to the public and media in
a timely manner following the initial alert and notification (not subject to specific time
requirements).
'
• The capability to ensure that emergency .information that is no longer valid is rescinded ·
arid not repeated by broadcast media: ,
• The capability to ensure that current emergency information is repeated at pre-established
intervals.
• The capability to provide timely, accurate, concise, and coordinated information to the
news media for subsequent dissemination to the public.
• The capability to respond appropriately to inquiries fro·m the news media.
• ·· The capability to d~a1 with calls received'via the public inquiry hotline.
• The capability to provide or obtain accurate information for public inquiry callers or ·
make appropriate referrals.
..·
. .
.
• The capability to ensure that emergency information and instructions· are consistent wi~h
PADs made by appropriate officials.
• The capability to ensure that emergency information contains all necessary and
applicable instructions to assist the public in carrying out the P ADs provided.
• The c~pability to conduct timely and pertinent media briefings and distribute media
releases as the incident warrants.

Exception: Public inquiry for the State will be·· demonstrated at the State Joint Info~matfon
Center (JIC) located at 2779 Fish Hatchery Road, West Columbia, SC 29172. Public
inquiry personnel will provide the FEMA evaluator with a call log.
EAS/LP-1
Core Capability:. Public Informati~n ·and Warning
Definition: Deliver coordinated, prompt, reliable, and actionable information to the whole
community through the use of clear, consistent, accessible, and culturally and linguistically
appropriate methods to effectively relay informatioli'regarding any threat or hazard and, as
appropriate, the actions being taken and the assistance being made available.
Capability Target: I:e. l. . Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are·
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-l, H.7, 10; I.7, 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b).
LP-1 will demonstrate that they have sufficient equipment to perform the assigned role.
Capability Target: 5.a. l. Initial Activation of Prompt Alert and Notification System
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Activities associated with primary alerting and- notification of the public are completed in a
timely manner following the initial decision by authorized offsite emergency officials to notify
the public of an emergency situation. The initial instructional message to the public must include
as a minimum the elements required by current FEMA REP Guidance (Timely: The responsible
ORO personnel/representatives_demonst~ate actions to .disseminate the appropriate
information/instructions. with a-sense, of urgency and without undue delay) (NlJREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, E.5, 6, 7).
The LP-1 stations,(WRHI-AM .1340 and WRHM-FM 107.1) will discuss the capability to
activate.the EAS as directed by ESF-1? (Public Information).·
• The capability to provide initial and subsequent messages to populated areas-(permanent
resident and transient) throughout the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ.
• The capability to broadcast an instructional message on a 24-hour basis, including
verification of provisions for backup power or an alternate station.

RISK COUNTY
York County
EOC

Core Capability: Operational Coordination
Definition: Establish and maintain a unified and coordinated operational structure and process
that appropriately integrates .all critical stakeholders and supports the execution ofcore
capabilities.
Capability Target: l.a.l. Alert, Notify, Mobilize
OROs use effective procedures to alert, notify, and mobilize emergency personnel and activate
facilities in atimely m~er (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-l, A.La, e; A.3,4,; C.l, 4, 6; D.4; E.1,
2; H.3, 4).
York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to receive notification of an incident from the ljcenses; verify the , .•
notification; contact, alert, and mobilize key emerge,ncy. pe,rs.9pne.l in a tin1~ly map:ner.
• The ability to staff and maintain 24-hour oper;ltiot?-s.
• The activation of facilities for immediate use by mobilized personnel upon their arrival.
• The ability to identify and request additional resources or identify .compensatory
measures.

Exception: Personnel cannot be at their duty station but may _be pre-positioned in the. area
prior to notification. ·
·
Capability Target: 1.c. l. Direction and Control
Key personnel with leadership roles for the ORO provide direction and contrQHo that part of the
overall response effort for which they are responsible (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.l.d;
A.2.a, b; A.2; C.4, 6).
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York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The ability to carry out the essential management functions of the response effort.
• The ability to prioritize resource tasking and replace/supplement resources.
Exception: All telephone· calls to non-participating agencies will be made by calling the
simulation cell (simcell). FEMA evaluator will be given access to the simcell as need·ed.
Capability Target: 1.d. l. Communications Equipment
At least 2 communications systems are available, at least 1 operates properly, and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations. Communications
capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP:.1, F.1,
2).
-·
York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• A primary system and at least one backup system are fully functional at all times.
• The capability to manage the communications systems and ensure that all message traffic
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.
Exception: County decision makers will use the Duke Energy Emergency Management
Network (DEMNet) to conduct protective action discµssions/decision making and the
conference bridge line will be the backup.
Capability, Target: l.e: 1. Equipment & Supplies to Support.Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are -·
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; I.7, 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b).
York County will demonstrate that the EOC has sufficient equipment, maps and displays to
perform the assigned role.
Exceptions:
• Quantities of KI were verified during Staff Assistance Visits (SAVs).
• Quantities of equipment and their calibration/testing were verified during SAVs.
• SAV location, date and time were as follows:
.

: ~ '. .

Coun
York
Capability Target: 2:a;l. Emergency Worker (EW) Exposure Control '
OROs use a decision-making process, considering relevant factors and appropriate coordination; :
to ensure that an exposure control system, including use of KI is in place for emergency workers,
including provisions to authorize radiation exposure in excess of administrative limits or PA Gs
(NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP'-l, C.6; J.lOe, f; K.3.a; K.4).
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York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• · The capability to comply with emergency worker exposure limits.
· • ' The capability to make decisions concerning authorization of exposure levels in excess of
pre-authorized levels and the number of emergency workers receiving radiation doses
above,pre-authorized levels. ·
• The capability to ~ake decisions on the distribution and administration of KI as a .
protective measure for emergency workers, based on the established PAGs for KI
administration.
Capability Target: 2.b.2. Protective Action Decisions for the General Public
A decision-making process involving consideration of appropriate factors and necessary
coordination is used to make P ADs for the. general public (including the recommendation for use·
of KI, if ORO policy) (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.4, 6; D.4; J.9; J.10.f, m).
Yotk County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• · . The capability to make initial and subsequent precautionary and/or protective action
decisions in a timely manner'to the incident.
• The capability by decision-makers to change protective actions based on the combination
of all these factors: subsequent dose projections, field monitoring data, or information on
plant conditions, magnitude of ongoing threat, the response, and/or si~e conditions.
• The capability to make decisions on the distribution and administration of KI to
supplement sheltering and evacuation.
. • The capability to corhmunicate·the results. of decisions to all the affected locations.
Capability Target: 2.c.1. Protective Action Decisions for Access/Functional Needs
PADs are made, as appropriate, for groups of people with disabilities and those with
access/functional needs (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-:-1, D.4;J.9; J.10.d, e). ·
York County will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to alert and notify all public school systems/districts of emergency
conditions that are expected to or may'nece·ssitate protective actions for\ students.
• The ability to make decisions regarding those with disabilities and.access/functional
needs (e.g., nursing homes, correctional facilities, licensed day cares, mobility-impaired
individuals, and transportation-dependent individuals).
• The capability to make prompt decisions on protective actions for students.
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Capability Target: 3 .a. I. Implementation of Emergency Worker Exposure Control
The OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, Kl, and procedures, and manage radiological exposure to
emergency workers in accordance with the plans/procedures. Emergency;workers'periodically
and at the end of each mission read their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate·: ·
exposure record or chart. Appropriate record-keeping of the administration of KI for emergency
workers is maintained (NUREG-0654/FEMA,REP-1, J.10.e; K.3.a; b; K.4) ..
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York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to provide emergency workers (including supplemental resources) with the
appropriate direct-reading and permanent record dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and
instructions on the use of these items. ." .
• The capability to determine whether to replace workers, authorize workers to incur
additional exposures, or other actions. related to exposure limits.
• The capability to accomplish distribution of KI to emergency workers.consistentwith
decisions made.
• The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on using KI for those advised to
take.

I

Capability Target: 3.b:1. Implementation of KI Decision for Institutionalized'and General ·
Public

I
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KI and appropriate instructions are made available in case a decision to recommend use of KI is
made. Appropriate record-keeping of the administration of.KI for institutionalized individuals
and the general public is maintained (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J.10.e, :t}.
York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to make Kl available to institutionalized individuals and to members of the
general public.
• The capability to accomplish distribution of KI consistent with decisions made.
• The capability.to formulate and disseminate instructions on using KI forthose advised to
take it.
Capability Target: 3.c.l. Implementation ofPADsfor Access/Functional Needs
P ADs are implemented for people with disabilities and those. with access/functional needs other
than schools within areas subject to protective actions (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J.10.c, d, e,

~-

~

York County will discuss_the following Critical. T1;tsks:
• The capability to alert and notify (i.e., provide PARs and emergency information and
instructions to) persons .with disabilities and access/functional needs·, including
hospitals/medical facilities, and mobility-impaired and transportation-dependent
individuals
• The capability to provide resources for persons with disabilities and access/functional
needs ..
Capability Target: 3.c2 . .Implementation of PADs for Schools
OROs/school officials implement.protective·actions for schools (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1,
J.1 O,c, d, e, g).
York County will demonstrate/discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• The ability of school systems/districts (these include public and private schools,
kindergartens, and preschools) to implement precautionary and/or protective action
decisions for students. ·
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The capability to·develop and provide timely information.to ORO·s for use in messages to
parents, the general public, and the media on the status of protective actions for schools.

Capability Target: 3.d.1. Implementation of Traffic and Access Control
Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurate instructions are provided to traffic
and access control personnel (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.l, 4; J.10.g,j):
York County ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• The ·capability to· selectj establish, and staff appropriate traffic and access control points
consistent with current conditions and PADs (e.g., evacuating, sheltering, and relocation)
in a timely manner
• ·' The capability to provide instructions to traffic and access control staff on actions to take
when modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation·
patterns or in the area(s) where access is controlled.
• The capability to demonstrate accurate· knowledge of the roles and responsibilities;
including verifying emergency worker identification and access authorization to the
affected areas.
Capability Target: 3.d.2. Impediments to Evacuation and Traffic and Access Control
Impediments to evacuation are identified and resolved (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J,10.k).
York County ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate/discuss the capability to respond to
impediments to evacuation.with re,..routing of traffic during the evacuation and,coordination with
the JIC/JIS to communicate the alternate route to evacuees.
Core Capability: Public Information and Warning
Definition: Deliver
coordinated, prompt
1 reliable, and actionable information to the whole
.
.
community through the use of clear, consistent, accessible, and culturally ~nd lingujst~cally
appnJpriate methods .to effectively relay information regarding any threat or hazard and, as
appropriate, the actions being taken and the assistance being made availaqle. ·
'

(

.

Capability Target: 5.a.l. Initial Activation of Prompt Alert and Notification System .
Activities associated ~ith primary alerting and notification of the public are completed in a
timely manner following the initial decision by authorized offsite emergency officials to notify
the public of an emergency situation. The initial instructional message to the public must include
as a minimum the elements required by current FEMA REP Guidance (Timely: The responsible .
ORO personnel/representatives demonstrate actions to disseminate the appropriate
. . .
information/instructions with a sense of urgency and without undue delay) (NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, E.5, 6, 7).
York County will demonstrate/discuss the capability to provide an alertsignalfollowed by an
initial instructional message to populated areas (permanent resident and transient) throughout the
10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ.
Capability Target: 5.a.3. Backup Alert and Notification
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Backup alert and notification of the public is completed within a.reasonable time following the
detection by the ORO ofa failure of the primary alert and notification system (NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, E.6; Appendix 3.B.2.c).
York County will demonstrate/discuss backup alert and notification procedures utilized in the -•
event of a siren failure.
Exception: The initial sound of siren will be silent with.polling to identify any nonsounding sirens. The remainder of siren sounding will be simulated through discussion.

Capability Target: 5.b.l. Emergency Info and Instructions for Public and the Media
OROs provide accurate. emergency information and instructions to the public and.news llledia in
a timely manner (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, E.5, 7; G.3.a; G.4.a, c).
York CoUI1ty will demonstrate tl).e following Critical Tasks:
• The ability to provide emergency information and instructions to the public and media in
a timely manner following the initial alert and notification (not subject to specific time
requirements.
• The capability to ensure that emergency information that is no longer valid is rescinded .
and not repeated by broadcast media. :
• The capability to ensure that current emergency information is repeated at pre-established
intervals.
·. •· -The capability to provide timely, accurate, concise, and coordinated information to the· ·
news media for subsequent dissemination to the public;.
• The capability to respond appropriately to inquiries from the news media.
• The capability to deal with calls received via the public inquiry hotline.
• The capability to· provide or obtain accurate information for public inquiry callers or
make appropriate referrals.
·
• The capability fo ensure that emergency information and instructions are consistent with
PADs made by appropriate officials.
• The capability to ensure that emergency information contains all necessary and
applicableinstructicins to assist the public in carrying out the PADs provided.
• The capability to conduct tiinely and pertinent media briefings and distribute media
releases 'i1S the incident warrants.
.
Exception:'. York County pubii~ inquiry will be demonstrated at the York County Public·
Assistance Line (PAL) as _a COURTESY evaluation.
Schools

Schools
interviews.to be conducted are:
-.
'

York County
Teaml
York/Clover

'

Tue 17 Apr (a)0800
0830
0915

meet at York Co EOC x3 teams
Jefferson ES
York MS
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Rock Hill
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York One Academy '
Griggs Road ES
Oakridge ES
Crowder' s Creek ES · ·
Belleview ES
Ebenezer Avenue ES/Children's School .
Finley Road ES
Rawlinson Road MS
Banks Trail MS
Fort Mill ES
Gold Hill ES
· Pleas'ant Knoll MS

'

,··.

Core Capability: Critical Tra~sporta'tiori
,
. _ .
Definition: Provide transportation (including infrastructure access and accessible transportation
servic'es) for response priority objectives, i'ncludfog the evacuation of people and animals; and'
the delivery of vital response personnel, equipment, and services into· the affected areas.·
.

(.,-

•

.

t

-

'

Capability Target: 3 .c.2. Implementation of PADs for Schools
OROs/school official_s implement protective actio11s for schools (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1,
J.10.c,d,e,g).
·
' ·
York County School Administration will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• The ability of school systems/districts (these inciude public and private schools,
kindergartens, and preschools) to implement precautionary and/or protective action
decisions for students.
·
• The capability of officials of the school system(s)to develop and provide timely
information to OROs for use in messages to parents, the general public, arid 'the media on
the status of protective actions for schools.
· '·

Traffic Control Points (TCPs) ·
Core Capability: On Scene Security Protection
Definition: Ensure a safe and secure environment through law enforcement and related security
and protection operations for people and communities located within affected areas and also for
all traditional and atypical response personnel engaged in lifesaving and· life-sustaining
operations.
Capability Target: l .d. l. Communications Equipment >
At least 2 communications systems·are available, at least 1 :operates properly, ·and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations (NUREG- .
0654/FEMA-REP-1, F.1, 2).
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York County ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• A primary system and at least one backup system are fully functional at all times.
• The capability _to manage the communications systems and ensure that all message traffic
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations ..
Capability Target: l .e.1. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, Kl, and other supplies are
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H,7, 10; 1.7, 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b):
York County ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will provide verification via discussion that their
equipment, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies ,are sufficient to perform the assigned role.
Capability Target: 3 .a. l. Implementation of Emergency Worker Exposure ControJ
OROs ·issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, apd procedures, and manage radiological exposure to.,; :
EWs. in accordance with t~e plans/procedures. EWs periodically arid at th~ end of each mission
read their dosimeters and record th~ readings 01\ the appropriate exposure record or chart. OROs
maintain appropriate record-keeping of the administration of KI.to EWs (NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-1, J.10.e, K.3.a, b, K.4).
York County ESF-i6 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate/discuss the following Critical
Tasks:
• The capability to provide emergency workers (incluc;ling supplei;nental resources) with the
appropriate direct-reading ap.d permanent record dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and
instructions on the use of these items.
·
·
• The procedu:res to monitor and record dosimeter re~dings and manage radiological
exposure c011trol.
• The proceduresJor when administrative exposure limits and tum-back values are.
reached.
·
·
·
• The capability to determine whether to replace workers, authorize workers to incur
additional exposures, or other actions related to exposure limits.
• The capability to accomplish distribution of KI to emergency workers consistent with
decisions made.
• ,The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on· using KI for those advised to
take.
• The basic knowledge of procedures for using Kl.
Capability Target: 3 .d. l. Implementation of Traffic and Access Control
Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurate instructions are provided. to traffic
and access control personnel. (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.3; C.1,4; J.10.g,j)
York County ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to select, establish, and staff appropriate traffic and access control points
consistent with current conditions and PADs (e.g., evacuating, sheltering, and relocation)
in a timely manner
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The capability to provide instructions to traffic and access control staff on actions to take
when modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation
patterns or in the area(s) where access is controlled.
Accurate knowledge of their roles and responsibilities, including verifying emergency
worker identification and access authorization to the affected areas.

Capability Target: 3.d.2. Impediments to'Evacuation and Traffic and,Access Control
Impediments to evacuation are identified and resolved. (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J.10.k)
York County ESF-16 (Traffic Management) will demonstrate/discuss the capability to respond to
impediments to evacuation with re-routing of traffic during the evacuation and coordination with
the JIC/JIS to communicate alternate evacuation routes.
Emergency Worker Decontamination (EWD}
The monitoring of emergency workers does not have to meet the 12-hour requirement; however,
appropriate monitoring procedures must be qemonstrated for a minimum of two emergency
workers and their equipment and at least one vehicle. Monitoring activities shall not be
simulated; decontamination of emergency workers and vehicles may be simulated and conducted
by interview. Provisions for separate showering and same-sex decontamination must be
demonstrated or explained. The staff must demonsJrate provisions for limiting the·spread of
contamination; these provisions may be partially sitp.ulated to conserve reso_urces .. In,additionfor
any emergency worker found to be contaminate4, procedures must be discussed concerning
handling of potential contamination of vehicles and personal belongings. EWD facilities to be
demonstrated are:
Location
Bethesda
Sharon
Core Capability: Environmental Response/Health and Safety .
Definition: Ensure the availability of guidance and resqurces to address all hazards including
hazardous materials, acts of terrorism, and natural disasters in support of the responder
operations and the affected communities.
'
Capability Target: I.a.I. Alert,,Notify, Mobilize
OROs u~e effective procedures to alert, notify, and.111obilize emergency personnel and activate
facilities in a timely manner (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.I.a, e; A.3_, 4; C.l, 4, 6; P.4; E.1,
2; H.3, 4) .. ·
York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:.
• The.capability to receive.notification of an incident; contact, alert, and mobilize key
emergency personnel ~n a timely manner.
• The ability to staff and maintain 24-hour operation~.
• The activation of facilities for immediate use by mobilized personnel upon their arrival.
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Capability Target: l .d. l. Communications Equipment
At least 2 communications systems are available, at least 1 operates properly, and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations (NUREO- 0654/FEMA-REP-1, F.1, 2).
York County will demonstrate/discuss the following Critical Tasks:
• A primary system and at least one backup system are fully functional at all times .. ·
• The capability to manage the communications systems and ensure that all message traffic
is handled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.
Capability Target: l .e. l. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations .
.
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1,. H.7, 10; I.7, 8, 9; .
J.10.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b).
York County will demonstrate that equipment and supplies are sufficient and consistent with the
assigned role.

Exceptions:
• · Quantities of KI were verified during Staff Assistance Visits (SAVs).
• · Quantities of equipment and their calibration/testing·were verified during SAVs:
• ·SAV location, date and time were as follows:
Coun
York
Capability Target: 3 .a.1. Implementation of Emergency Worker Exposure Control
OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, and procedures, and manage radiological exposure to
EWs in accordance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically and at the end of each mission
read their dosimeters and record the readings.on the appropriate exposure record or chart. OROs
maintain appropriate reco!d-keeping ofthe administration of KI to EWs (NUREG-0654/FEMA-·
REP-1, J.10.e, K.3.a, b, K.4).
York County will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to provide emergency workers (including supplemental resources) with the
appropriate direct:.readirig and permanent record dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and·
instructions on the use of these items'. ·
• Procedures to monitor and record dosimeter readings and manage radiological exposure
control.
• The procedures for when administrative exposure limits and tum~back values are
reached.·:.
• The capability to determine whether to replace workers, authorize workers to incur
additional exposures, or take other actions related to exposure limits.
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The capability to accomplish distribution of KI to emergency workers consistent with
decisions made.
The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on usirig KI for those· advised to'
take;
The basic knowledge of procedures for using KL ·

Capability Target: 6.b.l. Monitor Decontamination ofEWs/Equipment & Vehicles
The facility/ORO has adequate procedures and resources to accomplish monitoring and
decontamination of emergency workers and their equipment and vehicles (NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, K.5.a, b).
York <;;aunty will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capabi'lity to monitor emergency worker personnel and their equipment and vehicles
for contamination;
• The capability of the monitoring staff to niake decisions on the need for decontamination
of personnel, equipment, and vehicles based on trigger/action levels and procedures. • · The capability to perform operational checks on monitoririg equipment before use.
• Monitoring procedures for a minimum of two emergency workers, their equipment and
one vehicle.
HOST COUNTIES
Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster and Union Counties
For Reception Center/Congregate Care (RC/CC): OROs conducting this demonstration must·
have one-third of the resources [(e.g., monitoring teams/instrumentation/portal nionitor(s) ,
available at the facility(ies)] as necessary to.monitor 20 percent of the population within a 12hour period; this would include adequate space for evacuees' vehicles. A minimum df six·
evacuees must be monitored per station using equipment and procedures specified in the
plans/procedures. The monitoring sequences for the first six simulated evacuees per monitoring
team will be timed by the evaluators to determine whether the 12-hour requirement can be met.
Monitoring activities shall not be simulated; decontamination of evacuees and vehicles may be
simulated and conducted by interview. Provisions for separate showering and sai:ne-sex
decontamination must be demonstrated or explained. The staff must demonstrate provisions for
limiting the spread of contamination; these provisions may be partially simulated to conserve
resources. In addition for any evacuee found to be contaminated, procedures must be discussed
concerning handling of potential contamination of vehicles and personal belongings. RC/CC
facilities to be evaluated are:
·
County
Cherokee
Chester
Lancaster
Union

Dav/Date & Time
Thu 19 Apr @1830
Wed 18Apr @1800 ·
Tue 17 Apr @1630
Wed 02 May @1830

,
Location
Blacksburg HS xl monitor
Great Falls School Complex x2 monitors
Lancaster HS x 1 monitor
First Baptist Family Life Center xl monitor
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Reception CeQ.ter
Core Capability: Environmental Response/Health and Safety
Definition: Ensure the availability of guidance and resources to address all hazards including
hazardous materials, acts of terrorism, and natural disasters in support of the respop.der
operations and the affected communities.
Capability Target: l .a.1. Alert, Notify, MobUize
OROs use effective procedures to alert,
notify, and mobilize elilergency
personnel and activate
.
.
facilities in a timely manner (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, A.La, e; AJ, 4; C.1,4, 6; D.4; E.l,
2; H.3, 4).
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster ;and Union Counties will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to receive notification of an incident from the licenses; verify the
notification; cop.tact, alert, and .mobilize key emergency personnel in a timely manner ...
• The, ability to staff and maintain 24-hour operations.
• T4e a~tiyatioq.of facilities for immediate use by mobilized persoru:iel upon their arrival.
• The ability to identify and request additional resources or identify compensatory .· ·
measures.
Capability Target: l .d.1. Communications Equipment
At least 2 communications systems are available, at least 1 operates properly, and
communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Coffililunications capabilities are managed in suppo,rt of emergency op~ration.s (NUREG- .
0654/FEMA-REf~l, F), 2).
Cherokee, Chester, L_ancaster and·Union Counties will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks: .
• A primary system and at least one backup system are fully functional at all times.
• The capability to manage the communications systems and ensure that all message traffic
, is h;mdled without delays that might disrupt emergency operations.
Capability Target: l .e. l .. Equipment & Supplies to ·Support Operations
Equipm~nt; maps,displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other supplies are
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; 1.7, 8, 9;
J.10.a, b, e; J.11,, 12; K.3.a; K.5.b ).
·.

'i

Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster and Union Counties will demonstrate that they have sufficient
equipment and supplies to perform the assigned roles.

Exceptions:
• Quantities of KI were verified during Staff Assistance Visits (SAVs).
• Quantities of equipment and their calibration/testing were -verified during SAVs.
• SAV locations, dates .and times were as follows:

I County I Day/Date
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Thu08 Feb
Tue 06 Feb·
Tue 06 Feb
Thu 08 Feb

Capability Target: 3 .a. I:· Implementation of Emergency Worker Exposure Control
OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, and procedures, and inanage radiological exposure to ·
EWs in accordance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically and at the end of each mission
read their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate exposure record or chart. OROs
maintain appropriate·record-keeping of the administration of KI to EWs (NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-1, J.10.e, K.3.a,b, K.4).
.
Cherokee; Chester, Lancaster and Union Counties will demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
• The capability to provide emergency workers (including supplemental resources) with the
appropriate direct-reading and permanent record dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and
instructions on the use' of these items.
• The procedures to- monitor and record dosimeter 'readings and manage radiological·
exposure control.
• . The procedures for when administrative exposure limits and tum-back values are
reached.
·
·
.·
·
·
•
•
•
•

The capability to determine whether to replace workers, authorize workers to incw
additional exposures, or take other actions related to exposure.
·
The cap~bility to accomplish distribution o{KI to emergency workers consistent \,vith
decisions made.
The capability to formulate and disseminate instructions on using KI for those· advised to
take.
The basic knowledge of procedures for rising KL ·

Capability Target: '6.a.l. Monitor Decontamination/Registration ~fEvacuees
The· reception center facility has appropriate space, adequate resources, and trained personnel to
provide monitor'ing, decontamimition, and registration of evacuees (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP:.. ·
1, A.3; C.4; J.10.h; J.12).
..
Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster and Union Counties will demonsfratethe following Critical Tasks:
• Radiological monitoring, decontamination, and registration facilities for evacuees
utilizing at least one-third of the resources available at the facilities as necessary to
monitor20% of the population within 12-hour period. A minimum of six evacuees
must be monitored per station.
·
·
· ··
·
• The capability to perform an operational check on monitoring equipment before use.

a

Exception: Decontamination
Congregate Care
Core Capability: Mass Care

of evacuees will be simulated. • .
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Definition: Provide life-sustaining services to the affected population with a focus on hydration,
feeding and sheltering to those who have the most need as well as, support for reunifying
families.
Capability Target: l .e. l. Equipment & Supplies to Support Operations
Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, l(I, and other suppUes ,are .
sufficient to support emergency operations (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, H.7, 10; L7, 8,,9;
J.lQ.a, b, e; J.11, 12; K.3.a; K,~.b).
·
· ·
·
·
Cherok~e, Chester, Lancaster and Union Counties ~ill demonstrate that the congregate care
facilities' equipment and supplies are sufficient and consistent with the assigned role. · ·
Capability Target: 3. b. l. Implementation of Kl Decision for Institutionalized and 9eneral ,
Public

a

Kl and appropriate instr~~tions are made available in case dedsion to.recommend use :of KI is
made. Appropriate record-keeping of the administration of Kl for institutionalized individµals
and the general public is maintained (NURE.G-0654/FEMA-REP-1, J.10.e, t) ..
Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster and Uni~n Counties ESF-8 (H~alth and Medical.Services) will
demonstrate the following Critical Tasks:
· ·
• The capability to make Kl available to members of the general public.
• The capability to accomplish distribution of KI.consistent with decisions wade.
.
• The capability to formulate and dissemi~ate instructions on us'ing KI for those advised to
. take it.
Capability Target: 6.c.1. Temporary Care of Evacuees
Managers of congregate care facilities will demonstrate that the centers have resources to
provide services and accommodations consistent with planning guidelines. Managers will
demonstrate the procedures to assure that evacuees have been monitored for confaµiination and
have been decontaminated as appropriate and as per county plans and procedures before entering
congregate care facilities (NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP~l; J.10.h; J.12). Ch~ro.kee, Chester, Lanc~ster and Union Counties ESF-6 (Mass Care) will demonstrate the
following Critical Tasks:
• The capability .tci pro~ide care services to sim~lat~d evacuees.
• .The capability to ensure that. evacuees, service animals, and vehicles have been
monitored for contamination and decontaminated as appropriate before registering.and
entering the facility. .
.
.
.
Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster and Union Counties ESF-6 (Mass c'are) will discuss the
availability of supplies (e.g., cots, blanke~s, and food supplies) and verify by providing a list of
sources for such items and estimated quantities.
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NC Extent of Play Agreement
Catawba Nuclear Station Exercise

.,_ i!·

·,.

Extent of Play (XP A)
June 5, 2018
This Extent of Play Agreement (XP A) identifies ,the conditions that will be used_ to; q.ey;elop·, ,
conduct, _control, and evaluate the Catawba_ Nuclear Station graded exercise as agr~e,d to; 1;,y ;, ./ . '
North Carolina Emergeney Management, the Counties of Mecklenburg, Gastori, Cleveland; _ ,· >f
Union, NC Radiation Protection Section, Duke Energy,and FEMA.
t. -:. i '. ..'.' .',
Handling Instructions
_
_ -- . , _1:
The title of this document is Catawba Nuclear Station Extent of Play Agreementi(XPA:)., /_;.·_' <-~
The information gathered in this handlJook is_ "For Official Use Only" (FOUO) cµid sg~ulclf>~ :, :
handled as sensitive information not to be disclosed. This document should ,be sa~f g~irded~ · '.;.
handled, transmitted, and stored in accordance with appropriate security directives:' ::,
- ;r:
Reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, without prior approval fromthe ei~rcise . :, -planning team is prohibited.
'
·· ·
>''i

·.•

l

,:-'~.

At a minimum, the attached materials will be disseminated only on a need-to-know·''ba$i$ and:.
when unattended, will be stored in an area offering sufficient protection against tl;i~ft, · / i. /- '- f' ;
compromise, inadvertent acce·ss, and unauthorized disclosure.
" , ,- ;.
. ,} ·
For more informat~on, ple~se consult the following points of contact (POC):
Name: Cori J. Pope
Title: Exercise Officer
Agency: NC Division of Emergency Management
Street Address: 1636 Gold Star Drive
City, State ZIP: Raleigh, NC 27607
Office: 919'-825-2399
E-mail: cori.pope@ncdps.gov
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Exercise Overview
Exercise Name

Catawba Nuclear Station (CNS) Graded Exercise

Exercise Dates

June 5, 2018

I

The CNS exercise is sponsored by Duke Energy; North Carolina Division
of Emergency Management produced with input, advice, ·and assistance
from the CNS exercise planning team (Appendix A), which followed the
guidance set forth in the Federal Emergency Management Agency·
(FEMA), Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP).
This exercise is an Exposure Pathway Zone exercise which will involve
the State of North Carolina, Mecklenburg, Gaston, Cleveland, and Union
Counties. The exercise will include the mobilization of personnel and · '
resources, such that the capability to respond adequately to a simulated
, accident can be verified.
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Mission
Area(~)

· ·

Operational Coordination; Operational Communication; Situatio_nal
: Assessment; Public Information & Warning; Environmental
Response/Health & Safety; On-Scene Security, Critical
Transportation

'

.Core. .
Capabi~i~ies
.

.

Objectives
Threat or
Jlazard

.

See Exercise Objectives .and

Coie Capabilities Table

Commercial Nuclear Power Plant

:

Scenario.

Response

,

Radiological Emergency Preparedness

'

,Sponsor · '

North Carolina Emergency Management and Duke Energy

_Participating . FEMA, State Agencies, NCEM, Mecklenburg County, Gaston
0roani~ations County, Cleveland County, Union County, and Duke Energy
Points of
Contact .

·
..

NCEM Exercise Officer, 1636 Gold Star Dr. Raleigh, NC 27607
Cori Pope, 919-825-2399, Cori.Pope@nc~ps.gov.
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General Information
Introduction
The Catawba Nuclear Station exercise is designed to establish an environment for players to
exercise emergency response plans, ·policies, arid procedures as they pertain to a radiological
response.· A full scale exercise is a complex event that requires detailed planning. To ensure an·.
effective exercise; .subject matter experts (SMEs) and local representatives from numerous.
agencies have taken part in the planning process and will take part in exercise conduct and: ·
evaluation.
This XP A was produced by the Catawba exercise planning team. This exercise is evidence of
the growing public safety partnership between State and local jurisdictions regarding the
response to the threat of an incident at a nuclear power plant.
Purpose
The Catawba Nuclear.Station exercise is sponsored.by Duke Energy and North Carolina . . ·
Division of Emergency Management which pr~duded, with input, advice, and-assistance from·
the Catawba exercise planning team, which followed the guidance set forth in the FEMA REP
Program and HSEEP guidance.
The XP A is used to define the organizations participating in the exercise, as well as their level of
participating; and their training and exercise objectives. This agreement is .formed between ··
exercise participants and the exercise sponsor, and is vital to the plamiing of an exercise;
recruitment of evaluators, arid development of support requirements.
All activities will be demonstrated fully in accordance with respective plans and procedures as
they would be in an actual event. This extent of play· agreement is written by exception. .If it is
not listed.as an exception it will be demonstrated as described in the plans; standard or suggested
operating guides (SOGs) and/or procedures (SOPs). Any issue or discrepancy arising during
exercise play may be re-demonstrated if allowed by the Regional Assistance Committee (RAC)
Chair or as listed herein. This· allowance may be granted if it is not disruptive to exercise play .
and mutually agreed to by the NCEM lead controller and FEMA lead-evaluator.
Confidentiality
The Catawba exercise is an unclassified exercise. Control of exercise information is based on
public sensitivity regarding the nature of the exercise rather than the actual exercise-content.
Some exercise material is intended for the exclusive use of exercise- planners, controllers, and
evaluators, but players may view other materials deemed nec,:essary to their performance. All
exercise participants may view the XP A, but the Controller Handbook is a restricted document
that is intended for controllers only.
· ·
·
All exercise participants should use appropriate guidelines to ensure proper control of .
information within their areas of expertise and protect this material in accordance with current
state and local directives.
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Public release of exercise materials to third parties is at the dis.cretion of the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and the Catawba Nuclear Station Planning Team.

Constructs and Constraints
Constructs are exercise devices that are designed to enhance or improve exercise realism ..
Constraints are exercise limitations that may detract from exercise realism. Constraints may be
the inadvertent result of a faulty construct, or they may pertain to financial and staffing issues.
Although there are constructs and constraints (also known as exercise·artificialities) in any
exercise, the Catawba Nuclear Plant Exercise Planning Team recognizes and accepts the ·
following as necessary:
Exercise communication and coordination will be limited to the participating exercise venues
and the Simulation Cell (SimCell).
All communication methods will be available for players to use during the exercise.
Participating agencies may need to balance exercise play with real-world emergencies. Realworld emergencies will take priority.

Core Capabilities
The National Planning Scenarios and the establishment of the National Preparedness·Priorities
have steered the focus of homeland securitytoward a capabilities-based planning approach.
Capabilities-b;ised planning focuses on planning under uncertainty, since the next danger or
disaster can never.be forecast with complete accuracy. Therefore, capabilities-based planning
takes an all-hazards approach to planning and preparation which builds capabilities that can be
applied to a wide variety of incidents. States and Urban Areas use capabilities-based planning to
identify a baseline assessment of their homeland security efforts by comparing their current
capabilities against th~ Core Capability List and the Radiological Emergency Program Critical
Task List This approach identifies gaps in current capabilities and focuses efforts on identifying
and developing priority capabilities and tasks for the jurisdiction.
The capabilities listed below are reflective of the exercise criterion established for nuclear power
plant exercises. These capabilities provide the foundation for development of the exercise
objectives and scenario, as the purpose of this exercise is to measure and validate performance of
these capabilities and their associated critical tasks.
• Operational Coordination
• Operational Communication
• ·Public Infonnation and Warning
• · Environmental Response/Health and Safety
• Critical Transportation
• On Scene Security Protection and Law Enforcement
• Situational. Assessment
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Exercise Objectives1 aild Core Capabilities
The following exercise objectives in Table I describe the expected outcomes for the exercise.
T4e obj eeti~es '~te li1:1,k~ci fo c:pre: cap~lliJities, which ~re dis,ti4ct, critical ·<?lem.ents ne·c:e,ssary !o _.
achieve the specific mission area(s). The objectives and aligned core capabilities are guided by.
elected and appointed officials and selected by the Exercise Planning Team:
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Table 1. Exercise Objectives and Associated Core Capabilities ·
Exercise OJ;;jectiye · . '.
Demonstrate the ability to provide Direction
and Control and make protective action
decisions through the State Emergency
Operations Center, County EOCs, by exercise
play and discussion of plans and procedures
Demonstrate the ability to provide dose
projection and protective action decision
making for the plume phase.
Demonstrate the ability to conduct
independent dose assessment, management of
field teams, and mobile or fixed laboratory
analysis in response to a radiological release.
Demonstrate the ability to activate the prompt
alert and notification system utilizing the
primary notification system and the
emergency alert system through exercise play
Demonstrate the effectiveness of plans,
policies, and procedures in the joint
information center for public and private
sector emergency information
communications.
Demonstrate the ability to monitor,
decontaminate, register, and shelter evacuees.
Demonstrate the ability to provide protective
action decisions affecting state and county
emergency workers and public through
exercise play and discussions of plans and
procedures.

.,

.'

· . , · . Core Capability.

~

"

..

Operational Coordination
Operational Communications
Environmental Response Health & Safety
On-Scene Security ·
Critical Transportation
Situational Assessment
Environmental Response Health & Safety

Public Information & Warning

Public Information & Warning

Environmental Response Health & Safety
Critical Transportation
Environmental Response Health & Safety
Situational Assessment
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Exercise Evaluation Criteria
Note: Not aU Counties listed under Participants will participate in all aspects of the listed Core
Capability.
Note: All activities and performance measures that are outlined in the XP A must be based on
the ORO's plans/procedures and completed as they would be in an actual emergency, unless
noted or otherwise specified.in the Extent-of- Play Agreement.
Core Capability: Operational Coordination
Critical Task: OROs use.effective procedures to alert, notify, and mobilize emergency
personnel and activate facilities in a timely manner (Criterion l .a.1 ) ..
Performance Measure: Responsible ORO must demonstrate the capability to receive
notification of an incident from the licensee; verify the notification, contact, alert, and mobilize
key emergency;personnel in a timely manlier, and demonstrate the ability to maintain and staff
24-hour operations. Local responders must demonstrate the ability to receive and/or initiate
notification to the licensees. or other respective organizations in a timely manner. Responsible
OROs must demonstrate the activation of facilities for immediate use bY, mobilized personnel
upon their arrival.
Participants: State (SERT/SEOC,:Western Branch), Mecklenburg and Gaston Counties
Note: Participants may be prepositioned in proximity to their assigned response. locations.
Participants will not be allowed to enter their assigned exercise location prior to receiving
activation/notification in accordance with plans and procedures.
Agree
Critical Task: Key personnel with leadership roles for the Offsite Response Organizations
(ORO) provide direction and control to that part of the overall response effort for which they are
responsible (Criterion l .c. l ).
Performance Measure: Leadership personnel must demonstrate the ability to carry out
essential management functions. Leadership must demonstrate the ability to prio_ritize r~s~urce. ·
tasking and replace/supplement resources.
Participants: State (SERT/SEOC, Western Branch), Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: Mecklenburg County is the lead coordinating county until/if the State is requested to
assume direction and control.
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Critical Task: At least two communication systems are available, at least one operates properly,
and conimunication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations. (Criterion 1.d.1)
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate that a primary system and at least one backup
system are fully functional at all times.
Participants: State (SEOC, Western Branch) Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Agree
Critical Task: Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other
supplies are sufficient to support emergency operations (Criterion l.e.l).
Performance Measure: Responsible OROs must demonstrate capability to maintain inventories
of KI sufficient for use by: emergency workers, institutionalized individuals, where stipulated·
by plans, members of transient populations/general public within plume pathways (EPZ)
\

Dosimetry: Sufficient quantities of appropriate direct reading and permeant record dosimetry·
and dosimeter chargers must be available for issuance to all emergency workers. ORO must·
demonstrate provisions to make dosimetry available to specialized response teams
Monitoring Instruments: All instruments must be inspected, inventoried, and operationally
checked before each use. For FMT, instruments must be capable of measuring gamma exposure
rates and detecting heta radiation,

Participants: State (SERT/SEOC, Western Branch), Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: A prop will be utilized for Permanent Record Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the
exercise. FEMA will inspect dosimeters for calibration records and will verify the availability
and currency of emergency worker KI during the SAV to the emergency planning zone (EPZ)
counti~s.Agree
The SAV schedule is as follows:
Mecklenburg County
Location: Mecklenburg Emergency Management Office
500 Dalton A venue
Charlotte, NC 28202
Date: 30 April 2018
Time: 3:00 to 4:00 pm
Gaston County
Location: Gaston EOC
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615 North Highland Street
Gastonia, NC 28052
Date: 30 April 2018
Time: 1:00 to 2:00 pm
Cleveland County
Location: Cleveland County Emergency Management Office
100 Justice Place
Shelby, NC 28151
Date: 1 May 2018
Time: 3 :00 to 4:00 pm
Un'ion County
Location: Union County Emergency Management Office
500 N. Main Street
Monroe, NC 28112
Date: 2 May 2018 ·
Time: 10:00 to 11 :00 am
Critical Task: OROs use a decision-making process, considering relevant factors and
appropriate coordination, to ensure that an exposure control system, including the use of KI, is in ·
place for emergency workers, including provisions to authorize radiation exposure in excess of
administrative limits or protective action guides. (Criterion 2.a. l)
Performance Measure: OROs authorized to send emergency workers into the plume exposure
pathway EPZ must demonstrate a capability to comply with emergency worker exposure limits
based on their emergency plans/procedures.
-Participating OROs must also demonstrate the capability to make decisions concerning
authorization of exposure levels in excess of pre-authorized levels and the number of emergency
workers receiving radiation doses above pre-authorized levels.
Participants: State (SEOC, Field Management Team) Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Agree
Critical Task: A decision-making process involving consideration of appropriate factors and
necessary coordination is used to make P ADs for the general public (including the
recommendation for the use of KI, if ORO policy) (Criterion 2.b.2).
Performance Measure: OROs must have the capability to make both initial and subsequent
precautionary and/or protective actjon decisions. OROs must demonstrate the capability to make
initial precautionary and/orprotective action decisions in a timely manner appropriate to the
incident.
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Participants: State (SEOC), Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Agree

Critical Task: Protective action decisions are made, as appropriate, for groups of persons with
disabilities and access/functional needs (Criterion 2.c. l).
Performance Measure: Applicable OROs must demonstrate the capability to alert and notify
all public school systems/districts of emergency conditions that are expected to or may ·
necessitate protective actions for students. Demonstration requires that the OROs actually
contact public school systems/districts during the exercise.

The OROs must demonstrate how the decision-making process takes those with disabilities and. ·
access/functional needs (e.g., nursing homes, correctional facilities, licen~ed day cares, mobility';.
impaired individuals, and transportation-dependent individuals) into account.
In accordance with plans/procedures, OROs and/or officials of public school systems/districts·..
must demonstrate the capability to make prompt decisions on protective actions for students.
The decision-making process, including any preplanned strategies for protective actions for that
ECL, must consider the location of students at the time (e,g·., whether the students are still at ·
home, en route to school, or at school).
Participants: Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Agree
Critical Task: OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, and procedures~ and manage radiological
exposure to EWs in accordance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically and at the end of
each mission read.their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate exposure record or
chart. OROs maintain appropriate record"'keeping of the administration of KI to EWs (Criterion
3.a.l).
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to provide emergency workers
(including supplemental resources) with the appropriate direct-reading and permanent-record
dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and instructions on the use of these items. For evaluation
purposes, appropriate direct-reading dosimetry is defined as dosimetry that allows an
individual(s).to read the administrative reporting limits that are pre-established at a level low
enough to consider subsequent calculation ofTEDE and maximum exposure limits, for those
emergency workers involved in lifesaving activities, contained in the ORO's plans/procedures.
\

Participants: Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: A prop will be utilized for Permanent Record.Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the
exercise.
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Agree
Critical Ta:sk: KI and appropriate instructions are available if a decision to recommend use.of
KI is made. Appropriate record-keeping of the administration of Kl for institutionalized ·
individuals and the general public is maintained (Criterion 3.b.1).
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to make KI available to
institutionalized individuals and, where provided for in their plans/procedures, to members of the
general public. OROs must demonstrate the capability to accomplish distribution of KI .
consistent with decisions made. OROs must have the capability to develop,and maintain·lists of
institutionalized individuals who have ingested KI, including documentation of the date(s) and
time(s) they were instructed to ingest KI.
Participants: Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Agree
Critical Task: Precautionary and/or protective action decisions are implemented or persons
with disabilities and access/functional needs ·other than schools within areas subject to protective
actions. (Criterion 3.c. l ).
Performance Measure: Applic~ble OROs must demonstrate the capability to alert and notify ·
(i.e., provide P ARs and emergency information and instructions to) p~rsons with disabilities .and .
access/ functional needs, including hospitals/medical facilities, licensed day cares, nursing · ;
homes, correctional facilities, and mobility-impaired and transportation-dependent individuals.
OROs must demonstrate the capability to provide for persons with disabilities and
access/functional needs in accordance with plans/procedures.
Participants: Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: Management Aspect
Agree
Critical Task: OROs/School officials implement protective actions and/or protective actions for
schools (Criterion 3.c.2).
Performance Measure: School systems/districts (these. include public and' private schools,
kindergartens, and preschools) must show the ability to implement precautionary and/or
protective action decisions for students. The demonstration must be made as follows: Each
school system/district within the 10-mile EPZ must demonstrate implementation of protective
actions.
Participants: Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: Management Aspect
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Agree
Critical Task: Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurateinstruction:s are
provided to traffic and access control personnel. (Criterion 3.d.1):
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to select, establish, and staff
appropriate traffic and access control points consistent with current conditions and PADs (e.g.,
evacuating, sheltering, and relocation) in a timely manner. OROs must demonstrate the·
capability to provide instructions to traffic and access control· staff on actions to take when
modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation patterns or in the •.
area(s) where acc;ess is controlled.
Participants: State (SERT/SEOC), Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: Management Aspect Only
Agree
Critical Task: Impediments to evacuation are identified and resolved (Criterion 3.d.2).
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to identify and take appropriate
actions concerning impediments to evacuations: In demonstrating this capability, the
impediment must remain in place during the evacuation long enough that re-routing of traffic is
required and must.also re·sult in demonstration of decision-making ,and coordination with the JIC
to communicate the alternate route to evacuees;
Participants: State (SEOC, JIS) Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: Management Aspect Only
Agree
Core Capability: Operational Communication
Critical Task: At least two communications systems are available, at least one operates
properly, and communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations (Criterion 1.d.1);
Performance Measure: ·OROs must demonstrate that a primary system and at least one backup
system are fully functional at all times.
Participants: State (SEOC)
Note: This will focus on stablishing and maintaining effective communication with South
Carolina.
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Agree
Core Capability: Situational Assessment ,
Critical Task: . Appropriate protective action recommendations (P ARs) are based on available ·
information on plant conditions, field monitoring data, and licensee and ORO dose projections,
as well as knowledge of onsite and offsite environmental conditions. (Criterion 2.b.i).
Performance Measure: During the initial stage of the emergency response, following
notification of plant conditions that may warrant offsite protective actions, the ORO must
demonstrate the capability to use· the appropriate means described in the plans/procedures to
develop P ARs for decision-makers based on available information and recommendations
provided by the licensee, as well as field monitoring data if available. The ORO must also
consider any release and meteorological data provided by the licensee.
The ORO must demonstrate a reliable capability to independently validate dose projections
Participants: State Radiological Protection Section, EOF/Liaison
Note: RPS Director gives this recommendation
Agree
Critical Task: A decision-making process involving consideration of appropriate factors and
necessary coordination is used to make P ADs for the general public (including the
recommendation for the use of KI, if ORO policy) (Criterion 2.b.2).
Performance Measure: OROs must have the capability to make both initial and subsequent
precautionary and/or protective action decisions. OROs must demonstrate the capability· tn make,
initial precautionary and/or protective action decisions in a timely manner appropriate to the
incident.
·
Participants: State Radiological Protection Section (Dose Assessment)
Notes: RPS helps to create this decision but does·not have final authority. Director ofRPS
gives the information and recommendations to NCEM EOC.Command Staff for their final
decision.
Agree
Core Capability: Public Information and Warning
Critical Task: OROs use effective procedures to alert, notify, and mobilize emergency
personnel and activate facilities in a timely manner (Criterion l .a. l ).
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Performance Measure: Responsible ORO must demonstrate the capability to receive
notification of an incident from the licensee; verify the notification, contact, alert, and mobilize
key emergency personnel in a timely manner, and demonstrate the ability to maintain and staff
24-hour operations. Local responders must demonstrate the ability to receive and/or initiate
notification to the licensees or other respective organizations in a timely.manner. Responsible
OROs must demonstrate the activation of facilities for immediate use by mobilized personnel
upon their arrival.
Participants: State (JIS)
Note: Participants may be prepositioned in proximity to.their assigned response locations.
Participants will·not be allowed to enter their assigned exercise location prior to receiving
activation/notification in accordance with plans and procedures.
Agree
Critical Task: At least two communication systems are available, at least one operates properly,
and communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations. (Criterion l .d. l)
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate that a primary system and at least one backup
system are fully functional at all times.
Participants: State.(JIS}
Agree
Critical Task: Equipment, maps, displays,'monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other
supplies are sufficient to support emergency operations (Criterion l .e.1 ).
/

Performance Measure: Responsible OROs must demonstrate capability to maintain inventories
of KI sufficient for use by: emergency workers, institutionalized individuals, where stipulated
by plans, members of transient populations/general public within plume pathways (EPZ)
Dosimetry: Sufficient quantities of appropriate direct-reading and permeant-record dosimetry
and dosimeter chargers must-be available for issuance to all emergency workers. ORO must
demonstrate provisiorts to make dosimetry available to specialized response teams
Monitoring Instruments: All instruments must be inspected, inventoried, and operationally
checked before each use. For FMT, instruments must be capable of measuring gamma exposure
rates and detecting beta radiation
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Participants: State (JIS)·
Note: A prop will be utilized for Permanent Record Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the
exercise. FEMA will-inspect.dosimeters for calibration records and will verify the availability
and currency of emergency worker KI during the SAV to the emergency planning zone (EPZ)
counties.
Agree
Critical Task: Activities associated with primary alerting and notification of the public are
completed in a timely manner following the initial decision by authorized offsite emergency
officials to notify the public of an emergency situation. The initial instructional message to the··
public must include, as a minimum, the elements required by current-FEMA REP Guidance ..
(Timely: The responsible ORO personnel/n:presentatives demonstrate actions to disseminate the .
appropriate information/instructions with a sense of urgency and without undue delay) (Criterion
5.a.1).
Performance Measure: Responsible OROs must demonstrate the capability to sequentially ,
provide an alert signal followed by an initial instructional message to populated areas (permanent
resident and transient) throughout the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ. OROs must
complete system activation for primary alert/notification and disseminate the
information/instructions in a timely manner
Participants: State (SEOC, NWS, JIS) Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: For North Carolina State will meet as a Unified Command to decided what EAS message.
will be sent. South Carolina will be the initiation station; This is a SC reasonability and NC is
the backup if they cannot send it out. Focus on the discussion and communication internally and·
external with South Carolina
Agree
Critical Task: Backup alert/Waterway Warning ofthe public is completed within a reasonable.
time following the detection by the ORO of a failure of the primary alert and notification system
(Criterion 5.a.3).
Performance Measure: Demonstrate the capability to select, establish and staff traffic control·
and access points; identify and resolve impediments to evacuation; distribute dosimetry and KI;
and implement and manage EW exposure control:
Participants:· State (Waterway Warning) Mecklenburg and NC Wildlife
Note: Management Aspects Only
Agree
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Critical Task: Ensure OROs provide accurate emergency information and instructions to the
public and the news media in-a timely manner (The responsible ORO personnel/representatives·
demonstrate actions to disseminate the appropriate information/instructions with a sense :of
urgency and without undue delay) (Criterion 5.b.1). .
Performance Measure: The responsible ORO personnel/representatives must demonstrate
actions to provide emergency information and instructions to the public and media in a timely
manner following the initial alert and notification (not subject to specific time requirements).
Participants: State (SEOC, JIS) Mecklenburg and Gaston Counties
Note: Public messaging will not be released to the media or the public. Once.the News Release.
is provided to FEMA, it is considered release. Procedure for the release will be discussed and·
determined. This is being validated this is curtesy evaluation
Agree
Core Capability: Environmental Response/Health and Safety
Critical.Task: OROs use effective procedures to alert, notify, and mobilize emergency
personnel and activate facilities in a timely manner. (Criterion I .a.I).
Performance Measure: Responsible ORO must demonstrate the capability to receive
notification of an incident from the licensee; verify the notification, contact, alert, and moqilize
key emergency personnel in a timely manner, and demonstrate the ability to maintain and staff
24-hour operations. Local responders must demonstrate the ability to receive and/or initiate
notification to the licensees or other respective organizations in a timely manner. Responsible
OROs must demonstrate the activation of facilities for immediate use by mobilized-personnel
upon their arrival.
Participants: Radiation Protection Services
Note: Includes Field Monitoring Teams and Mobile Radiological Lab
Agree
Critical Task: At least two communication systems are available, at least one operates properly,
and communication- links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations. (Criterion l .d. l)
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate that a primary system and at least one backup
system are fully functional at all times.
Participants: Field Team Management (FMT) and Field Monitoring Teams
Agree
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Critical Task: Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other
supplies are sufficient to support emergency operations (Criterion l .e. l ).
Performance Measure: For non-facility-based operations, the equipment and supplies must be
sufficient and consistent with the assigned operational role ..
KI: Responsible OROs must demonstrate capability to maintain inventories of KI sufficient for
use by: . emergency workers, institutionalized individuals, where stipulated by plans, members of
transient populations/general public within plume pathways (EPZ)
Dosimetry: Sufficient quantities of appropriate direct reading and permeant record dosimetry .
and dosimeter chargers must be available for issuance to all emergency workers. ORO must
demonstrate provisions to make dosimetry available to specialized response teams
Monitoring Instruments: All instruments must be inspected, inventoried, and operationally .
checked before each use. For FMT, instruments must be capable of measuring gamma exposure
rates and detecting beta radiation

Participants: Radiation Protection S.ervices
Note: Includes Field Monitoring Teams and Mobile Radiological Lab. A prop will be utilized ·
for Permanent Record Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the exercise.
Agree
Critical Task: OROs use a decision-making process, considering relevant factors and
appropriate coordination, to ensure that an exposure control system, including the use of KI, is in
place for emergency workers, including provisions to authorize radiation exposure in excess of
administrative limits.or protective action guides. (Criterion 2.a.1)
Perfo.rmance Measure: OROs authorized to send emergency workers into the plume exposure
pathway EPZ must demonstrate a capability to comply with emergency worker,exposure limits
based on their emergency plans/procedures. OROs must also demonstrate the capability to make
decisions concerning authorization of exposure levels in excess of pre-authorized levels and the ·
number of emergency workers receiving radiation doses above pre-authorized levels
Participants: Field Team Management (FMT) and Field MonitoringTeams· ·
Agree
Critical Task: OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, and procedures, and manage radiological
exposure to EWs in accordance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically and at the end of
each mission read their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate exposure record or
chart. OROs maintain appropriate.record-keeping of the administration of KI to EWs (Criterion
3.a.l).
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Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to provide emergency workers
(including supplemental resources) with the-appropriate direct-reading and permanent-record
dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and instructions on the use of these items.
Participants: Field Team Management (FMT) and Field Monitoring Teams and Mobile
Radiological Labs
Note: . A prop will be utilized for Permanent-Record Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the
exercise.
Agree,.
Critical Task: Field teams (two or more) are managed to obtain sufficient information to help
characterize the release and to control radiation exposure (Criterion 4.a.2).
Performance Measure: Responsible OROs must demonstrate the capability to brief FMTs on
predicted plume location and direction, plume travel speed, and exposure control procedures
before deployment. Teams must be directed to take measurements at such locations and times as•.
necessary to ·provide sufficient information to characterize the plume and its impacts. ·
Participants: Field Team Management (FMT) and Mobile Radiation Lab
Note: Two RPS FMTs and the Mobile Radiological Lab will be pre-positioned at the North·
Carolina Rudisill Army National Guard facility at Douglas International Airport.
Agree ·'
Critical Task: Ambient radiation measurements are made and recorded at appropriate locations,
and radioiodine and particulate samples are collected. Teams will move to an appropriate lowbackgrmmd location to determine whether any significant (as specified in the·plan and/or
procedures) amountofradioactivity has.been collected on the sampling media (Criterion 4.a.3).

,.

Performance Measure: ·Two or more FMTs must demonstrate the capability to make and
report measurements of ambient radiation to the field team coordinator, dose assessment team, or
other appropriate authority. FMTs must also demonstrate the capability to obtain an air sample
for measurement of airborne radioiodine and particulates, and to provide the appropriate
authority with field data pertaining to measurement.
Participants: Field Monitoring Teams
Agree:

)

'

Critical Task: The laboratory is capable of performing required radiological· analyses to support
protective action decisions. (Crit~rion 4.c. l)

IOJ
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Performance Measure: The laboratory staff must demonstrate the capability to follow
appropriate procedures for receiving samples, including fogging information, preventing
contamination of the laboratory(ies), preventing buildup of background radiation due to stored
samples, preventing cross contamination of samples, preserving samples that may spoil (e.g.,'
milk),· and keeping track of sample identity. In addition, the laboratory staff must demonstrate
the capability to prepare samples for conducting measurements.

I
I
I

Location: Rudisill Army National Guard
4240 West Boulevard
Charlotte, NC
Date: 05 June 2018
Time: 8:00 am ·

I
I
I
I
I

Note: Rad Teams plan to stage the mobile lab, field teams, sample courier, and sample control
at the Rudisill Army National Guard Armory. ·

I

Participants: Mobile Radiological Lab .
\

Agree
Field Monitoring Team & Mobile Laboratory Staging Area

Agree
Core Capability: Critical Transportation
Provide transportation (including infrastructure access and accessible transportation services) for
response priority objectives, including the evacuation of people and animals, and the delivery of
vital response personnel, equipment, and services into the affected areas.
Critical Task: OROs/School officials implement protective actions and/or protective actions for
schools (Criterion 3.c.2).
Performance Measure: Demonstrate the ability to implement precautionary and/or protective
action decisions for students
Participants: Mecklenburg and Gaston County
Note: Both Charlotte-Mecklenburg and Gaston Counties will have a school official to interview
who will describe by interview the protective actions taken by schools.
Agree
Core Capability: On-SceneSecurity,Protection and Law Enforcement .
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Critical Task: OROs use effective procedures to alert,,notify, and mobilize emergency
personnel and activate facilities in a timely manner. (Criterion l .a.l)
Performa.nce Measure: Responsible ORO must demonstrate the capability to receive
notification of an incident from the licensee; verify the notification, contact, alert, and mobilize
key emergency personnel in a timely manner, and demonstrate the ability to maintain and staff
24-hour operations. Local responders must demonstrate the ability to receive and/or initiate
notification to the licensees or other respective organizations in a timely manner. Responsible
OROs must demonstrate the activation of facilities for immediate use by mobilized personnel
upon their arrival.
Participants: Waterway Warning (M~cklenburg NC Wildlife); Mecklenburg TCP and Gaston . ·.
TCP
Agree
Critical Task: At least two communication systems are available, at least one operates properly,
and communication links are established and maintained with appropriate locations.
Communications capabilities are managed in support of emergency operations. (Criterion l .d.1)
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate that a primary system .and at least one backup
system are fully functional at all times.
Participants: Waterway Warning (Mecklenburg NC Wildlife), Mecklenburg TCP and Gaston
TCP
Agree

,

Critical Task: Equipment, maps, displays, monitoring instruments, dosimetry, KI, and other
supplies.are sufficient to supp0rt emergency operations (Criterion l.e.1).
Performance Measure: For non-facility-based operations, the equipment and supplies must be
sufficient and consistent with the assigned operational role.
KI: Responsible OROs must demonstrate capability to maintain inventories of KI sufficient for
use by: emergency workers, institutionalized individuals,whern stipulated by plans, members of
transient populations/general public within plume pathways (EPZ)
Dosimetry: Sufficient quantities· of appropriate direct reading and permeant record dosimetry
and dosimeter chargers must be available for issuance to all emergency workers. ORO must
demonstrate provisions to make dosimetry available to specialized response teams
Monitoring Instruments: All.instruments must be inspectedi inventoried, and operationally
checked before each use. For FMT, instruments must be capable of measuring gamma exposure
rates and detecting beta radiation
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Participants: Waterway ·Warning (Mecklenburg NC Wildlife), Mecklenburg TCP and Gaston
TCP
Note: A prop will be utilized for Permanent Record Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the
exercise.
Agree
Critical Task: OROs issue appropriate dosimetry, KI, and procedures, and manage radiological
exposure to EWs in accordance with the plans/procedures. EWs periodically and at the end of
each mission read their dosimeters and record the readings on the appropriate exposure record or
chart. OROs maintain appropriate record-keeping of the administration of KI to EWs (Criterion
3.a.l).
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to provide emergency workers
(including supplemental resources) with the appropriate direct-reading and permanent-record
dosimetry, dosimeter chargers, KI, and instructions on the use of these items.
Participants: Waterway Warning (Mecklenburg NC Wildlife), Mecklenburg TCP and Gaston
TCP
Note: A prop will be utilized for Permanent-Record Dosimetry and KI issuance throughout the
exercise.
Agree
Critical Task: Appropriate traffic and access control is established. Accurate instructions are
provided to traffic and access control personnel (Criterion 3 .d.1).
Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to select, establish, and staff
appropriate traffic and access control points consistent with current conditions and PADs (e.g.,
evacuating, sheltering, and relocation) in a timely manner. OROs must demonstrate the
capability to provide instructions to traffic and access control staff on actions to take when
modifications in protective action strategies necessitate changes in evacuation patterns or in the
area(s) where access is controlled.
Participants: Waterway Warning (Mecklenburg NC Wil~life), Mecklenburg TCP and Gaston
TCP
Note: This will be conducted in the EOC during exercise day. This will be with appropriate
local law enforcement representative. This interview is a demonstration of TCP operation, and is
separate from TCP management in the EOC
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Agree
Critical Task: Impediments to evacuation are identified and resolved (Criterion 3 ..d.2).
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Performance Measure: OROs must demonstrate the capability to identify and take apprqpriate
actions concerning impediments to evacuations. In demonstrating this capability, the
impediment must remain in place during the evacuation long enough that re-routing of traffic is
required and must also result in demonstration of decisiol}-making and coordination with the JIC
to communicate the alternate route to evacuees.
,
Participants: Mecklenburg TCP and Gaston TCP
Agree.
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Cabarrus County
Appendix A: 'Exercise Planning Team
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David Powell . .
Hannah Panicco
Erick Hendrix
Tommy Almond
Rich Garner.
Don Moye
Perry Davis
Josh Queen
Ben Wooten
Bobby Horton
Jim Page
Joseph Memory
Carson Rogers
Allen Carlisle
Keith Acree
Julia Jarema
William Jeffries
Greg Atchley
KarenHamby
Darla Hall
Jimmie Ramsey
James Young
Mike Rowell
Chris Tant
Cori Pope
Chris Call
Mike Dolder
Alicia Bumgarner
Barry Kimray
Tina Worley
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Mecklenburg County · ·
Charlotte-Meck EM
Gaston County FMO
Gaston County FMO
Charlotte-Meck EM
Union County '
Cleveland. County
Cleveland County
Charlotte-Meck
Cleveland County
Charlotte FBI
NCEM
NC Wildlife
NC Wildlife
NCEMPIO
NCEM
Radiation Protection
..
NCEM
NCEM
NCEM
NEEM
NCEM·
,.
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NCEM.
NCEM
NCEM . ·
NCEM
FEMA
NCEM
Duke Energy
Duke Energy
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Appendix B: · Acronyms
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security _
Emergency Alert System
Emergency Management Assistance Compact
Emergency Operations Center
Emergency Worker
Federal Emergency Management Agency
..
Field Monitoring Team
For Official Use Only·
Homeland Security Exercise arid Evaluation Program
Incident Management Assistance Team
Potassium Iodide
National Hurricane Center
· National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Weather-Service
Offsite Response Organization
..
Protection Action Decision
PAD
..
PAG
Protective Action Guide
Protective Action Recommendation
PAR
-- Regional Assistance Committee
RACRCCC ·
·Regional Coordination Center Central
Regional Coordination·center East
RCC:J;: \
Regional Coordination Cehter West
RCCW
REP
Radiological Emergency Preparedness
RPS
Radiation Protection Service
State Emergency Operation Center
SEOC
;SERT
State Emergency Response Team
Subject Matter Expert
'SME
XPA
Extent of Play.
DHS
EAS
EMAC
EOC
EW
FEMA
FMT
FOUO
HSEEP
IMAT
KI
NHC
NOAA
NWS
ORO
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